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,D orm fires ·set
deliberately
\

R.E.M. fans wait in the -Granite St~te Room yeste:day to'buy \ick~ts for the band's late Octob~r
concert. (Stu Evans photo)
,·
-

False;alarntstc.ost time
"False alarms are a waste of
By Marla G. Smith
n:i'anpower, time· arnf money,"
,Forty -one·percerit of UNH
fire alarms are false, according · said Cote . He said the main
to Captain William Cote of the problem exists in residence
Durham- UNB Fire Depart - halls.
The statistics from Januaryment.
. June 1986 were recent1y co·m- ·
These false alarms ·accm.int
for malicious fire calls, such as . piled . _Malicious fire calls ac falsely pulled· alarms arid tam"'.:' count for seven pe~c~nt of ·fotal
peted detectors. It alsQ includes responses, said Cote ..
False alarms ,.are on the de - system_malfunctions, such as
crease, according to Cote: T,w-o
bugs in smoke detectors.
major reasons for the decline_.

are good investigations, and
stu_d ent/ staff reports . . "The
students and staff ·are the eyes
·and ears of fire and law enforcement," said Cote.
. ''Th·e re is no doubt in my
mind that the cases cracked are
a 'result of student reported
informadon," said Cote.
A .S toke sophomore, who
wished r,o remain anonymous

,..

r

,

~y MaryB~th,,iapin
· ment ha-d arrive9 by the time
· h1Vestigation by the Durham- Batchelder ·g ot to a phone.
UNH Fite Department has
Dan Papadopolous, assistant
revealed. that a series of three hall director for the U ppe'r
fires in Upper Quad dorms at Qu,~d, said his main concern
, _5: 3_0 a.m. on _Gq. 11 were dun!Jg the al~rm was getting
' del1~erately set.
_ . students out of the cold and into
- Fir~s and smoke odor were ·__ shelter. Approximately three
reporte·d in Devine, Hitchcock to four hundred students e'vacand Randall _H alls.
" uated from the Upper Quad ·
. According to· the fire depart- . d_orll?s waited in the MUB while
ment, damage to buildings and f1r~f1gh_ters cleared smoke and
contents was minor. No injuries extingmshed the fires.
.
were reported. _
Accor~ing to Papadopolous,
On the same night severaC ~bout ~h1rty people were still
Upper Quad phones were tam- - Ill thelf rooms when the fire
pered with. R.A.:Tim Barry said ?epartqient entered the buildmouthpieces had been removed. ings . Of these thirty, five stufrom three campus phones in dents "intentionally ignored the
- Randa_ll. 'The phones were fin~ alarm,'' Papadopolous said. The ·
before," he said~
re-main_d er simply slept through
Jennifer B-a tchelder, an R.A. _ the ~la~m and had to be roused
on the third floor of Hitchcock / by f1ref1ghters.
said 'she assumed whoever
The- five students , who ·i gthe ~.fires tampered with the nored the ala.rm will face di-sphones so no· one could call to ciplinary action.
repor't the blazes.
_ Captain William Cote of the
"At 5 a.m some women Durham~UNH fire department
pounded on my door and said said _dealing with the fires
there was a fire ·in the Hitchcock "required a considerable amount
bathroom," Batchelder said. of resm7rc~fulness on the part
. Upon opening the bathroom of the firefi_ghterf because fire
door, Batchelder saw smoke
. biUowin_g out. The fire depart_FIRE, page 14

set --~

Senate reviews
search laws
I

'

This boxer terrier hams it up for the camera yesterday. It ·wasn't his truck, ho~ever. (Mark
DesRochers photo) ·
.
_
·
,

By Kristy Markey
The Student Senate will reconsider the law which allows
the 'D ean of St~dent Affairs to
seareh any student room with..:
out forewarning, acrnrding to
Jay Ablondi, Student Body Pr:esident.
· ·
Ablondi said the Student
'Senate reviews the Student
Rules every year. Controversy
over this law arose last week
after Dean J. Gregg Sanborn
- conducted a surprise search
throqgh several Congreve dorm
rooms. Sanborn was searching
f<?r a high-powered pellet gun
used in the shooting of a Congreve resident Wednesday, Oct.'

, Ordinaqce 13.3 in the Student ·
Handbook . states that "The
Dean_ for Student· Affai,rs, or
associate dean, may conduct a
s~arch of a student's room ... .''
The ordinance does riot reqvire
the Dean to forewarn the student or require a search warrant.
According to Sanborn, the
se~rch conducted on Friday, Oct.
3 rncluded' ~he men's wing Oh
the south side of the building. "
Sanborn a-lso searched a ·third
floor room oh the north side of
the building. . .
~
The third floor search was
•"base_sl on inf9rmation we had
recovered during the conduct
of the second floor search,"
1.
·
Sanborn said.
"The three students on the . Acco~ding to Major Roger Judicial Board Committee will · Beaudoin-of Public Safety, the
look at it (the law) and, -if they gu_n has ~ot ~een recovered. He
feel that it's ambiguous, will try ~a_id t~e i~cident is still under .
to change it," said Ablondi.
mvest1gat10n,
· The Judicial Board Commit-·
Congreve residents 1,mde r-tee is composed of the Dean for st0 od_ th~ :seriousness of the
Student Affairs, three members shootmg .mciden.t, but wondered
of the teaching faculty, and three. what the search accomplished.
students appointed by the Stu·
·
dent Senate.
.
SENATE, p~ge 10
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DCE student displays his, social conscience
whole -semester, but he· enjoyed .
the experience._In most of his
It has takeq Charles Lilly 70
.
classes.Lilly
is the oldest student;
years to develop a social con·. and generally :older than the
science. Noy., -he is making up
. professor. This hasn't made him
- for lost time.
'
self-conscious; he sees his age
Lilly retired from Stone and
<as
an advanta-ge. W4en his
Webster, a Boston firm which .
cir.
a
wing class needed models·
designs nuclear power plants,
for portraits, Lilly' S· craggy face
four years ago. Since .then he
was in gteat demand. '] had the ·
has r_eturned to college as · a_
most. interesting face in the.
Division of Continuing Educaclass,"
he said. -c
•.
tion (DCE) studeµt and joined
In his English 50,L class -Lilly ·
the Unitarian U niversalist
struggled to create.perfect prose··
Church. He is a member of the
and found the experience "trau- ·
Beyond War Movement and the
matic." After so many ye~,r s as"
Campus Coalition for Disarmaan engineer he was u·nused to
ment and Peace (CDP). He is ·
expressing himself on paper ..
vehemently anti-Seabr-eok.
"Most of my writing was ter-·
Lord HaU at night. See sto~y page 9. (Stu Evans photo{
With his tweed jacket, bifo~
,r:ible,"
he said, but he kept at
cals· and disheveled white hair,
it.
At
70
years"'old Lilly said his
Lilly looks more l*e _a n absent.: Peace" will generate discussions Stone and Webster;_Lilly was ·. the basement qf the MUB.
biggest
advantage
was that he
minded professor than .a sociaUy between students, young people as ''politically inactive as most "Charley .is someone who really
had
more
material
to ·write
active student. A closer look · and old people on the "common college students are now:" Al- puts his full energy towara what
about than anyone else.
r.eveals · a "Say Your Peace!' concerns· they share about_world though he used his mechanical he believ:es in," Renselaer said.
His 501 pr_o fessor Elizabeth
button pinned to his lapeL He -peace."
_ engineering .skills to design
One· ofLilJy's closest friends
Chiseri-Stratet
remembers Lilly
has plastered a bumper sticker
Lilly fiddles with a- leather- pip€-s which would help build is retired Air Force bomper Fritz
as
his
own
harshest'
critic._He
with . the-same message across bound appointment book. He plants like Seabrook, Lilly·never Shaller. The meh met at . a
·the side of his over-stuffed has removed his digital watch . gave much thought to the ethi~s computer sto.re -i n Stra.tham a was the oldest ·student she ever
Samsonite brief-case.
and attached it to the inside and implications of nuclear few years. ago and have ~:x- taµght, and one of the' I.Dos.t
Lilly i.s busy organizing a front cover .... I can'.t spend full power. Now he thinks about changed viewpoints via com- : determined. ~'Charley was . very
popular with the other students
"Paddle for Peace" canoe· race time proselytizing,''. he said. little else.
purer and face-to-face ever since.
in the class," she ,said. He could.
for the Unitarian youth group. Lilly spe.a ks as if this were a
In recent years Lilly's friends
·Lilly said Shallef has been a
he
depended on to provoke _
He left his house in Stratham chatacter flaw. ·
and associates have been pol- · sounding board for some of his
before 9 a.m. to take care of ·
The Unitarian church has itically active. He admits people · ideas. While Lilly is impulsive lively class dis~ussions.
Lilly's philosophy of life is
some arrangement before head- asked Lilly to limit his promo- with causes, like Carole Ren- and energetic,. Shaller·represing to campus for his fiction tional- activities. The "Paddle selaer, a UNH senior who is co- :ents t.he voice of reason and unromantic and reaHstic. 'Tt's
writing class in Hamilton for Peace' ;- is becoming more coordinator for the CDP.. . . logic. "Fdtz is always asking a fact of life that I can't expect
to live too many more years,"
Smith. He spent over an hour than just a "little church outing
According to Renselaer, Lilly . rile, 'What's all the activity for?"'
·
he
·said. "I don't dwell on it."
in the Handicapped Students ·/on the river." Although Lilly has an extraordinarily op.en Lilly said. "He wants me to
Lilly
lives by the maxim that
Office trying to interest the does not see a -distinction be- mind and is a "high et;iergy clarify what I'm doing with my
doing
something worthwhile
director in the event..
tween his church activities and person." He is the type of time. He hat.es to see me go off
is
it's
own
reward. "One person
The '.'Paddle for Peace/' his political concerns he has person who says, 'TU do it if _ half-cocked."
can make a difference." That's
whicli began as a church outing,., agreed to soft..peddle the canoe nobody else will," Renselaer
Lilly has a tendency to get what Charle-s Lilly's fluir,y of
has mushroomed far beyond outing. He still intends to invite said. .
very involved in . whatever
activity is all about ... one man
Lilly's expectations. To promote as many organizations as pos- ·
Lilly has organized a member triggers his interest. He took
do'.i_ng
his damnedest to make
student interest, Li!ly h3:s played sibk, but .he will invite ,them pho,ne 1-ist for the CDP on his Drawing 40,1 last,s~m~ster. Lilly a differepce.
- ~ ,
.
'
up the anti-war theme :of tJJe as his "personal guests." b
'
home c·omputer. He has als.o · said he cotlldp.'t. cf.raw before,
event .. He hopes ·the ''.' Paddle for . _ Prior ~o his retiremen( from offered to man their office in and he didn'.t improve after ·a

By Maty B~th Lapin

1

NEWS IN BRIEF
-~eagan-Gorbachev meet~
ing.~nds ·
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND - President Reagan
and Mikhail ·Gorbachev . ended · their two-da.y
conference Sunday with no agreement on arms
con_t,rol and ,h uman rights and no plans to meet
agam soon.
Secretary of State George Schultz said "We are
deeply disappointed by this outcome." Although
both sides were close to agreement on many- issues,
Reagan said he would not agree to discontinuing
American research on the Strategic Defense
Initiative.

Tim·e ·c apsule may mever
be op~ned
WILKENSBURG, PA. - Wilkensburg's 23 yearold time capsule may remain unopened l~mger than
originally planned because noon,~ knows where ·
it is. The stainless ·steel box was- supposed to be ·
opened last week during a celebration of the town's
centennial. . ·. ·
·
·
Harold J. (Chick) Ake, 87, recalls the basis of
the problem: The city council he1d a special closed
meeting to decide where to bu.ry it, but they did '
not tell anyone,"he said. The location was kept ,secret
.because the council ~as afraid of vandals; but no\\'.'
~11 the council members are dead.

NH.·b oy attacked by alli- Earthquake hits SalvaH,.
gator iri Florida .
_oran town
~

ORLANDO, FLORIDA - _Eight-year-old Paul
- Santamaria from AJexand'ria, NH was attacked by
an. alligator while on v.a cation with his family at
EL SALVADOR, - Three earthquakes occurred ·
. Walt Disney World.
·
around the world .this weekend but only in a suburb .
Santamaria was watching ducks at a pond 100 · outside of San Salvador was there considerable
yards frQm his family's patked mobile horne, when
damage. On Friday; tremors hit the capitol,which
the seven-foot alligator jumped out of the water
caused a mountainside to fall on the community
and grabbed the boy's leg in its mouth. As the
of Comml,lnidad Modelo. The Red Cross ·reports
aHigator ·started to' drag the boy into the water,
that 400 people are dead.·and 6,800 are wounded.
Santamaria' s brother hit the _a-lligator on the head
. The other quakes were in ·rowns .h ear Tokyo,Japan
with sticks and rocks while his sis-ter kept her brother
and Lima, Peru. Both quakes occurred on Sunday.
from go~ng into the water. ,
· The alligator was later caught and shot by game
. commision agent~~ A Disney spokesman said the had- removed many alligators from areas where
there were humans, ~ut 'added, "Obviously, we didn't
move enough."
·

Editors prot_e st administration's "disinforma~
tion" policy
. WASHINGTON - A group of newspaper editors
.has sent President Reagan a telegram protesting
the use of "disinformation" tactics by his a.d ministration. . .
,
Part of the letter .s ent by 'T he Ame~ican Society
of Newspaper Editors said, "This calculate_d
technique of falsehood, commonly employed by
totalitarian governments a~ <!,n instrument of policy,
is .repugnant to American democratic principles
and destructive of the role of th~ press in a free
society."
The disinformation pfan, uncovered by The
Washington Post, was designed to 'deceive the press
by releasing "real and illusionary events" .about · US relations with Libya. This was a memorandum
by President Reagan's national security advisor,
Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter.
·
Bernard, Kalb, a State Dep·a rtment spokesman
.and a. former ·journalist, resigned last week from
· the Administration because of the plan. Presi.d ent
Reagan ,said there was ·no plan to de~eive the
American p~ople and news organizations .. ·

Correction
In ·the Oct. 7 issue of The New Hampshire, it
was stated that Sigma Phi_ Epsi1on won the
Homecoming float comest. Sigma Alpha Epsil0n
actually won the contesti"
·

~'~=~'i r ~!' ,~ "; ~J,:1., ·7 ~· •~ ~{_} -. \ ,~ \"'{~ _.:--: , ;-~ ~J/1. 1~ .,~, ~? /: ,~:~. 'J': . .Jr, -.,~ ..(i
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New magazine
receiVes.funds

Dean of'Health St,u dies Bas.ii Mott. (Tad-Ackman photo) .

Dean: Mott retires from
health studies department
By Stephanie Reed

cupational Therapy and Physical
Education.
A_t the age of 63, Basil Mott,-s
announcement of his retirement
Dean Mott said when professionals focus on their own
.
·
·
·
· as UNH Dean of Heal th S tu - spee2iality they miss seeing the
dies, was ·something of a sur- whole picture. "A clinician may
prise to colleagues and students. not rec9gnize the important
· After a sabbatical in th e fall contribution that other disciof 1987, Mott will return to th e pline~ can diake to. the person
University .as a professor of they are serving, " he said.
.
Hea-lth Admini st ration a nd ·
Mott said a common vision
Planning. ·
will help eliminate these _s ort
Dr. Gq.s Zaso, professor 0f of problems.
Leisure Management ahd TourZaso said Mott's retirement
ism, said the retirement "caught "set the stage for this year." He
everyone off guard,'~.because,
·d h o 18 f 1 ·
· ,,
Mott is retiring before the asual' - ~at · ~ e ct. 1 :ti.CU fY. meetmg .
_
. 1s aµ ;oppot;tupity _for (_h e f~culty
age of 6 _ •
5
to set it's own course. It'~ critica1
· Mon said the timing of his for the faculty to participate in
retirement is especially good view of the, fact · that we are
for the School of Health Studies losing both Dean- and Associate
be.c ause the school is, entering . Dean," Zaso said.
into a new era:,, He said it is . Mott said he is happy with
important for his successor .to the outstanding Jarnlty, _many
be a part of things from th e of whom are nationally known
_beginning.
·
in the school of Health Studies.
A search committee will be. The school's programs have a .
appointed"'by the President and good reputation and its gradVice President of UNH to find uates are in demand.
- a replacement for M9t-t 's pos·iAccording to Zaso there have
tion.
During Mott's . tenure the been ups and downs as with any
administration, but he is conSchool of Health Studies has fidenr-that the students of the
grown from four disciplines to school were always the first
seven, and from just over 400 priority.
st udents to mor~ th an 1,200.
. ~ SheriPassen, an Occupational
Mott said it is important for Th
students to have an overall view
erapy Senior, said in her
dealings with Dean Mott she
of the health profession in found him to be very cooperaddition to their specific a.is- ative and open minded. "It will
cipline. He said he hopes the b
h
1
h
school will be able to define a e a s ame to ose im," she
said.
Associate professor of Health
curriculum to meet this specific
need.
Administration Planning, Marc
Mott said a faculty retreat on Hiller, said he believes under
October 18 will help create goals
d
-h
h.
for the school which will incor- a new ean r e sc .ool will be
moving in new directions.
porate a common vision for the
"This is a period of rapid
· seven departments. These de- change in health care," Mott
partments are Communication said. Mott is a published author.
Disorders, Health Admini str a- During his sabbatical he will
tion and Planning, Leisure researc h c h ange·s occuring in
Management and Tourism, Med- the health care field and the
ical Technology, Nursing, .Oc1

impact of. -these changes on
hospitals . .

"W.e don't want to be necesBy Brya1;1 Alexander
The Student Press is back in sarily hard news, and we· don't
acti_on once again after the want to be necessarily features,"
student senate overwhelmingly , said Hainesfurther. ···we want
approved the .budget for their to be somewhere in.:.between."
She said the articles will be.
_new monthly magazine, tena- ·
written entirely by students and
tivP hr titled.Mainstreet ·USA. :
"The new magazine will take will include, among other sub-the form of the Catalyst, a jects, human interest and
former Student Press product," humourous essays and student
said Sharon Hainesfurther, ed:.. - profiles. ·
The Student Press hc:,1.s already
iting director. Like th€ Catalyst
it will hold 48 glossy" pages, she · been at the drawing boards with
their new concept, prematurely
said.
.
·
The -mairi difference .Haines- counting on the senate approval
further pointed out betw·e en·the - of the.budget.
"Obviously we've gone ahead
two products wa~ that the
Catalyst did not have a focus ;on · with the new project," said Chris
University activities. She said Heisenberg, who created the
the new magazine will present Student Press budget. "We
"a slice of student life at UNH." couldn't just go out and find new
"It's wore·. readable," said editors.'.:_
Craig Peritz, one of the mag- _. ., After a short ·disc~ssion,
azine's editors. '"The Catalyst senator Charles Jones voiced his ·
was just a ·lot of individual approval of the st-udent press,
imerest. A lot of people couldn't . saying i-t:s works were comparable to any student productions
relate to it:"
"It's more student ,orientated; in the nation. The questions
to UNH specifically'," said editor were closed with no dissent and
the budget was approved. · ,
Susan Pochar.sky. :
·
Students will get their first
"The magazine will entertain
taste
of Mainstreet UN H when
and infonn the students," said
its first issue appear this NoHainesfuther; ·
vember.
-

1

UNH senior Kim Woodside recently -won an award for her studies in coal combustion. (Stu
Evans photo)
.
.
,

Woodside wins award

By Michelle Bolduc
UNH Senior Kim Woodside
was honored by The American
Society for Engineering Educators for her studies on the
technoiogical and economic
aspects of coal combustion.
- Woodside, a chemical engineering major, pres~nted a
paper to judges from the na. tional organization based on her
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •·research from an independent
study. Woodside conducted the·
study with Dr. Ihab Farag, a
chemical e_n gineering professor.
"This is a very competitive
award,".Farag said, "'that shows
she has a strong technological
By Bryan Alexander . _
is to educate students on r~spoo- background and she is a good
, National Collegi~te Alcohol sible drinking. Beverage bars communicator.".. _
Week is. Oct'. 20-24, reported _ will be set up in th e academic
Si:,s: finalists were chosen to
Stephanie Norton,Health ·and buildings all·week long, provid- participate in the weekend ·
_· Human Services Council Chair- ing information and a taS t e of conference from applications
pe-rson, at Sunday's _student non-alcoh_9lic paqv <!r.Lr:!ks.
sent out last Spring. ·
senate meeting.
ALCOHOL, page 20
. The finalists from WPI (Wor._11111S•h•e•·s_a.id
...th.e_fo~ciii1iu~s~o"-f.li,-.Wh6i1·.;:i.uai.'"'•P.i•k~......- - - - - - - - - - - ~ · ces ter Polytechnical Institute);

SENATE BRIEFS

' 'll

Tufts University__, University of coal efficiently in order to get
Hartford, NH Tech, and UNH . steam for power. '_- . .
_An advanced technique of
pre~~nted their topics before
the Judges_and over 60 profes- fluidized beds piled on top oJ
each other, termed ·staged cassiopals from government ag~ncaded, wa·s dev~loped so more
cies and industries.
steam could be produced for
Students were ·judged on
quality of work, clarity of ·p res- · better thermal efficiency:'
. The proj~ct specifically stu.entation, understanding of subd1ed_how to capture the sulphur
ject matter, and thetr ability to
dioxide emitted from the burnc?mrn.unic_ate and answer quesing coal which causes ·acid rain.
ttons from the audience.
. From their research Farag
· Woodside ·was· awarded a
$100 check and ,a ce.rtificate of and Woodside developed a mod· recognition at an awards ban- el that studies the_technological
quet _held Sept. 26, at.the Went- aspects of the_project to find ·
~orth Institute of Technology · a workable solution.
. This advanced conc;ept in
im Boston. She is the first UNH
student to ~in this type of . co1!1busting co~l will become
more important in the future
award.
.
"It's great to see a student since c_oal use is expected to
who worked so hard on a project double because 'of depleting
get the recognition they de- energy sources. _
· The project is now on hold
serve,'' Fai:ag said.
.
The project involved looking
AWARD, page 14
at adv~':lced concepts of burning

,
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What do ·yoU think about stricter enforcement of .·
·
the noise policy?
·

•uwe-'l} be t!:,e ·only (frater:. ''I think it's absolutely
nity) house -on in the area
unfair. ,1.~st year a concert
· to be affectedby it:.. We're
-event wd~ .-turned .-down 6ei'a,;;~ it ,;;a~-to·o noisy:· - -getting (expletive). "
-Michael Wolf
- I think ,ifs, ~.n fortl!nate
. Sophmore ·· ~ ·
_ _
-'that happ~ned because it
-Rouse Manager df ATO
was a _grea,t- cf:,ance for
students to get _to know
each other."
.;_Adam Black
]11nior
'-', .: -' ---: •' --).~., i ·· · ·
Communications ·'

"'I think_ students being
students- will always make .
noise. You can't discipline ·
- ,·this to such _a n extent." -Sonia Parshad
Junior
, Hotel Administration

·;

.

'f'd~ .:

.. i '

·f t_tri :.:·

~'That's ridiculous. , There 1s
_.. , place$ to study and there;s
-:places:to be noisy. Ii,'' J't,b;· . ,.
punishment) is too , ~x~
treme.'.'
.. ' -Stephani~ Cra',,,er
First Year Sti!dent
· Biolog~

..

~.-L.K fJt .; 1·.:

·

·;

"f! .,·

.\

•' c:

Thi~, Friday!
',,. :.

-=

-·

•' ._{'

~~

MEET ·•
'b

Jiinbemers

and ·

Open•Forum to ·be held Ff'iday Oct. ·17 .·.
From 11:00-11:30 AM ·
·
StraffordRoom, MUB
Voter ·. registration ·itiformation available
Sponsored by D.S.O. and -Students for the University Council
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War vetera_n pushes for peace..-----~
.- ---~~~-----~____..
Tuesday, Oct.o ber 14
By Mary Purcell _.

which "we must decide whether
our species will expire or continue.""I believe we will survive, but
to do this, we must translate our
~ish to abolish war into our .w.ill
to abolish war," Barr said.
Barr urged the audience not
to .let years slip by without
taking part in the movement.
He said people should not ~e
discouraged by the apparent lack
of interest or progress in the
movement toward peace and
disarmament. He said all great
·movements take time and develop slowly. _ _
." Whenever mankind takes
a giant step forward, the impe- .

for 30 years. Barr is a ·veteran
of World War II, the Korean
· John Barr, a retired Marine War and the Vietnam War in
.Corp colonel who returned his which .he was awarded the
Legion of Merit medal la st July, Legion of Merit for his service.
spoke in Horton Thursday evBarr said his work as a nuclear
ening on his involvement,with employment officer and invol. the Beyond War Movement and vement in three wars changed
Veterans for Peace.
·
his outlook on war. ·
Barr returned .his medal to .
"After learning how to crush
protest ·u.S. involvement in
Ce~tral America. ·
cities, I realized it wasn't a
The Veterans for Peace was . · feasible way," he said. "Working
towards peace has been left to
organized Ja st July; it now has the few. It is seen ·as a ooble
a membership in 3 l st ates. The -tausei but not practical." In view
goals are to work towa rd s ab- . of the nation's destructive capolishing war by the year 2000 ability today, ~arr ~aid, "It is .
and to stop the administration
not only practical, it is essential.
from covertly or ove r tly inter- ,• We have no other option."
fering. in, the internal affairs 'of
According to Barr this is a
another country.
· d ·
h·
d ·
He served in the Marine Corp . perw m <;mr 1st0 ry urmg
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Durham church holds a
memorial for ·Donald Babcock
.:.
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Mobay Lecture-"Organometallic Compounds in the Envir- ·
onment." Dr. Chan, Research Scientist with the National ·
Water Research_Institute, Canada Center for Inland Waters,
Burlington, Ontario, Canada. Room 403, Parsons, 11 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
.
.
.Women's Studies Seminar Series-"Reading at Home is Like
Dandng in Church: An Analysis of Educational Opportunities.
for Women in Two T;rnzanian Regions," Qonna Kerner,
l)ept. of ~oc~ology and AnthropGlogy. Carroll/Belknap ~oom,
MUB, 12.30 2 p.m:.
.
.
.
F~rnlty Concert Series-Recital. David Seiler, clarinet,
_Christopher Kies, piano, Larry Veal, cello . . Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts,-8 p.m.
.
.
.
.
_
Wednesday, October 15
Men's Soccer~at Dartmouth
Women's Soccer-at Providence
Art Lecture-Professor Diana ·Korzenik, Massachusetts CoU~g
_e

of Art, wiJJ talk on current ~xhibition, "Drawn to Art." UNH
Art Galle.ries, 12:30 p.m.
- Women's Field Hockey-vs. Providence, 3 P·ll!·
Wome~·s Tennis~~s. Northeastern, °3:30 p.m.
.

New/Old Cinema 'Film-"The L~dy Vanishes." Rtiom 110,
Murkland, 7 p.m:
. ·

By Jo~nne Bourbeau

, After his 37-year career at · ,;He was a. very demah<;ling
Thursday, October 16
University of New Hamp:- - U~H, Bab:o~k became the classroo·m teacher ... he de,'
shire philosophy professor Do- assistant m101-ster for _a loc~l . manded absolutely the best of
Psychology ColJoquium:-"Sniffins and Theta Rhythm: Dynami~
nald Babcock ·would have been Durham ch~r_c h . . He lived_ 10 writing _on essay examinations,''
Aspects of Sensory Percept10n, Foteos Macrtdes, Worcester
Founda.tion for Experimental Biology. Room 101, Conant,
i 01 years-old this month.
Durham until 1972, after w~1d1 said Whittier.
3:40-5 p.m.
·
,
Babcock, who gave his name he move9 to Se~ttle, _Wash~ng· '.'Students at the time
to the UNH gradu~te dorm, ton:. Ba~coc_k ln~ed tn Ir~rn~,
grumbled,. but afl of them wouid
taught ih both .the history and C:ahforrna with his son until his · _pick him as one of the top-most - MUSO Film-"Prizzi's Honor.'' Strafford Ro'om, MUB; 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
: , ·. , . · .
teachers," he said. "Babcock was
phitosophy departments from death.
.
1918 to 1955. UNH Professo~ ~f Phih a mariy-fa<;eted, well-rounded, · . Celebrity Se;ies~Beaux Arts Trio. Johnson Theater, Paul .
Born in 1885 'in Minnesota, . sophy Duane Whittier knew very. interesting person," WhittArts, 8 p.m.
· _
.·
, ·
·
on the banks of the Missi~sippi, Babcock. w~H. Whi~tier met ier said.
Babcock b_e gan his career as a Babcock_10 1946 while he was
Whittier kept in .touch with
MUB PUB-Now Sound Express, 9 p.m.
Methodist minister. He. then an underg~a~uate s_tudent ~t Babcock up until the tim·e of his
Friday, October 17 ·
came east and received _h is UN_~- Whit.t ier attnbuted his
. deg~ee in Theology from Boston dec1s10~ to att~n1 graduate
BA,BCOCK, page 10
Men's Hockey-at Bowling Green
,·
, University.
school to Babcock s rnfluence.

----------·---------·

Women's Cross Cm,m try-at Connecticut w/PC

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNfTY- FOR THE RIGHT
APPLICANT!

Men's S~ccer-vs. Hartford, 3 p.m.
New Hampshire International Seminar-"Brazitian De~ocracy.
and Foreign Relations." David Fleischer, Universi~ade de
6rasifia. Room A-21.8, 4 p.m.
·
Gourmet Dinner-Granite ?tate Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m.
Faculty Lectu.r e Series-"The Family: Traditions in Transitions:"
· Elizabeth Falvey, ~ssistant· Professor of Education. New
Engl~nd Center, 8 p.m.
.
The Ne\v Hampshue (USPS 379•280) is published and distributed semi~ ·
weekly. throughout the academic .year.· Our offices are located io-Room·
151 of the Memorial Uni~nBuilding, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. 1
Office ho1.1rs: Monday - Friday 10 a:m • 2 pm. Academic year subscription~
',24.00 . Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
_check their ads the first d.iy. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typograph ::at· or other errors, but w·ill reprint that part
of an a~vertisement in which-.i typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durhain, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journ"I T1:ibune Bid~eford,.Maine.
11
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THE STUDENT PB IOARD
MUST BE HIGHLY NOTIVATED
INDIVIDUAL Wl-0 EN.PYSCREATING
AND _DEVELOPING NEW PROJECTS
H_ELP TO BUILD THE BEST ·
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR
STUDENTS & EMPLOY-ERS-IN THE
SEACOAST AREA

Applications available inMub Rm # 322
Q~stions-? Call 862-2045 · ,, · .

Manager Trainees
Continuing growth has created additional open.in gs in
both our Dover ·a nd Plaistow men's departments . .If you
are a dependable, experienced, or trainable, and growthminded, let's talk. Please call Dave Whitehouse

742-1893
RED'S SHOE BARN INC.
'N!J's Largest Shoe Store

,

!/·_, •, '-l.-~ :1 './ L_q
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OTICES
'ACADEMIC

~--- FELL(~WSHIP GA_T HERINC;: _Sponsore~ by
THE AJN GUIDE: A REVIEW OF.NURSING ." Campt1s Ministry. ,Sh::ire suppe-r for $2 or bri'ng
CAREER OPPORTUNITIE S, 1986: Bc)ok include_s- potluc.;k. K.ris ty ~Markey wilrtalk about her month.·
(n N ,i9 iragua with -rhe World Stl1derH Christian ,
'list of potentiat employers, tips on v.:~itif1g, resumes,
Federation. Frid-ay, October 17, Waysmeet, 15 Mill information on s·tate licensin,g req'iiireinenrs and
· -,·
6)· p.m. _ ·i R oau,
more, has been add_ed to the Reference collecti<>n,
.· (call n<). REF RT 1 .A S 1986) . Reference Area,
_MUSIC POTLUCK: Spon_~or~d by Non-Traditional
Main Floor, Library.
Student 'Pfogram. If yqu enj-oy making 1l'1USi_c,
:· msCovery COMPUTER CONSUL TING: Co n-'
informal fa mming, or jdst listening, the':n you'll_
· suiting service available to students with any'
enjoy ()Ur music p<)tiuck. If you have an inst~t.imeht,
·computer related questions <)r problems . .Ca ll
bring it along. Beverages provided. Tuesday, October
DISCovery Consultant,Jack Dudley, 862-3665.
21, Un_d erwood House, 5:30-8 p.m. Information:
8(?2-3647.
·''. PLANNING FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL Spon- .
-sored by Special Services/T ASk Cent'er. Wclrkshop
FIRST ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE FOR UNIto help st udents decide if graduate study is a
TED W-A Y: Sponsored by UNH Greek System.
possibility for them and how to plan a.head for
Proceeds benefit Southeastern New Hampshire
it. Tuesday, October 14, Sullivan Room, MUB, 3:30Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program .' 100 yard tricycle
5 _p.m.
race down Madbury Road. Teams of four. Prizes
and refreshments. Sunday, November 2, Madbury
PREMEDICAL/P REDENTJ\L INFORMATION Road, 1-3 p.m. $10 entry fee per team.
AL MEETING: lnfo-rmation on procedures and
_ · requirements for.admission tQ medical and dental
HEALTH
-, schools will be discussed. Wednesday, October 15,
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING:
Forum Room, F-loor C, Library,_7:,30p.m.
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon
· UNIVERSITY ADVISING ·CENTER: An aiviscir
·
to 1 p.m.
qu~stions
answer
to
·
M_UB
wi1! be available in the
regard'ing ~cademic programs_and r.equirements.
ADULT -CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETMondays, noon to 2 p.m., table, top floor MUB,
ING: For individuals affected by a parent's.problem
and Tuesdays, 11 a.m. w 1 p.m., near cafe, MUB.
drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30
.
p.m.
ATHLETICS & RECREATION ·
ROPES COURSE/CHOC ORUA . WEEKEND: - ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed
Sponsored by NH Outing Club. Sleep in a yurt Friday
meeting for -women concerned about their dr-i nking
night. -Experience a new challenge on ropes course.
or drug use_- Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.
Cl·imb Mt. Chocorua. No experienc.,.e ne.Cessary!
October 17-19. Find out more in NHOC, Room - WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH WORKSHOP:
129, MUB. ,
Directed toward specific women's issues, stress
and lifestyle management for women in the 80's.
CAREER
. Also pressures and possibilities of being a femafe ·
WHAT TYP.E OF CAREER IS FOR ME?: Work- - . student at UNH. Tuesday, October 14, Fairchild;
Wednesday, October 15, McLa_u ghlin; and Thursday,
shop for the undecided student, small group sign_·
up basis only. Monday, Oct. 13 and Tuesday, Oct._ October 16, Scott Hall, 7 p.m.
21, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. InforSTRESS AND LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT : Four
mation: 862-2010.
sessions: identification of stressors and the students'
own stress levels, presentation of coping skills,
COMPUTER SERVICE
l~arning new coping strategies, relaxation tech-Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
niques and lifesty'ie assessment and Octoher 21;
stop
or
3667
Call
required.
below. Registraticrn is
1-2 ..,p.m.
November 4, 18. Conference Roorri,
28,
/
by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. All -cou.rses ~re
held in the Si:oke Cluster Classroc')m unless otherwise
MEET,INGS
s·pecified.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Weekly, meer,ings of
for Christ, an interden~)minational ·
ACADEMIC USERS MEETING: Al Shar addr~sses , Campus Crusade
organization throughout the
Christiar),
student
concerns and answers questions of the academic
worl9. Tuesdays, Room 207, Horton, 7-8:30 p.m.
computer community. Users encouraged to attend
and meet with other Compute1 Services staff.
PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK MEETThursday, October 16, Forum Room, Libr,ary, ,12:30ING: All welcome for an informal vigil and weekly
·
·
2 p.m. '
update on upcoming events (COCA, Coalition for
Disarma-ment and Peace, Greenpeace and many
MICRO SYSTEMS SEMINAR: Terminal emulation
stu<lenr groups). Thursday, flagpole, T-Hall,
other
.
Prior
PC.
IBM
the
for
pack~ges
and communication
·
p:m.
12:45
knowledge of computing is assumed. Friday,October
17, 2-4 p.m.·
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Discussion
of hayride, Rockingham Park trip, Little Royal
B'EGINNING dBASE UI~ lnteracdve data base
and more! Tuesday, October 14, Room-212, Kendall
management system available for MS-DOS based
'
8 p.m.
Hall,
microcomputers. Filing and updating records and producing a report will be discussed. Prereq:
WOMEN'S HISTORY PLANNING MEETING: ·
Beginning MS-DOS. Monday, October 20 and
the planning of Women's History Week-, 1987.
Join
$6.
noon,
to
a.m.
Wedn~sday! October 2_2, 9:30
. Open . to the campus corrimuniiy : Wednesday,
October 15, Women's Commission Office, Batcheller
BEGINNING SAS: Introduction to the ·base SAS
·
House, noon to 1:30 p.m.
product. A series of programs which work together management,
data
and
analysis
statistical
to perform
NICHE-COFFEE HOUSE MEETING: We need
Covers writing and executing simple SAS jobs.
for an open stage this Friday, Oct. 17.
performers
Prereq: Knowledge o·f VMS and EDT. Tuesday,
Do you sing, jtJggle, perform magic, play an
October 21 and Thursday, October 23; 2-4:30 p.rn.,
instrument? Come to the meeting, Thursday,
'
'
$6.
October 16, Niche, Devine 7L, 5 p.m. Information:
Debbie, -868-7527
GENERAL
GERMAN COFFEE HOUR: Speak German with
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Thursday, Ocother-students. Thursdays, Room 9, Murkland,
tober ~6, Room 145, MUB, 7 p.m,
noon-2 p.m.
SKI SALE ORGANIZATIO NAL MEETING:
PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday in October, the NonNHOC is looking for anyone interested in helping
Traditional Student Center will be offering pizza
out with our_annual ski sale on Nov. 13-15. We
for $1 a s.lice. Join us! Underwood House, noon
need ypur help. Tue;day, October 21, -NHOC, Room
·
to 1 p.m.
. ;- _ ,
·
129, MUB, 7 p.m. ·

l _n the obstacle course each
By ~art Carit_h~rs
:.· Armed with orie and two-man man - had to run with a log
:isaw:s; eight~-e n Lord Hall men through the brook, up a steep
marched down the hi-11 behind - embankment, and across a rock
their dorm into the woods for ledge before returning bat~
the first Woodchoppers' Brawl down the hill and through the
brook to the starting point.
·
.
last Saturday.
The men divided equally into
. The Brawl, organized by the
hall's programming board and ·two teams fora tug-of-war. The
· resident assistant staff, consist- victors received two additional
ed of six events. With the bonus points. John MacKay, a
, ,#si_s tance of Woody Mather, member of the winning team,
a former member of the Woods- won the title with 36 points.
mans' team and resident, the MacKay said, "l entered the
men began with chew spitting. · Brawl to have some fun .. I was '
The pulp toss was the next · surprised that I_came in first."
After -the Brawl everyone
competition. Pulp is an eightinch in diameter by three-foot returned to the building to feast
log. To toss, the log is held on h_a mburgers and hot dogs
length-wise with both hands fresh off the grill. With strains
grasped together at one end. of country music in the back.:.
Where the pulp lands marks the · ground the day came ·to an end.
.- The organizers hope the 13rawl _. _
distance of the toss.
There was ·a lso a·one-ma-n, will become a Lo~d-Hall tradi~
and two-man competition and . tion.
an obstacle course.

'

Hers h prOp oses
diSability cente r

Allan Waterfield, Director
of the Center for Health Promotion and Research -said this
would be a unique educational
"UNH may build a center to
allow student involvement in opportunity fof. students to
research for the disabled," said become involved in research ~
Vice President for Academic while assisting the needs of the
Affairs, 'Richard Hersh, after · disabled. Waterfield hopes to
- meeting with four state agencies establish a modular course next
interested in funding the cent~r. year.
Research is already occuring
The Center for Developmental Disabilities would cost ap- in the a-r eas of nursin,g and
proximately $140_,__000. It would biomedical engineering. Bio-be funded by the Develbpmental medical engineering>finds:ways:·
Disabilities Council, Bureau of to make it easier for the disabled
Special Education, and Divisions _to function in the workplace.
Waterfield doesn't expect the , ~,
_ of Mental J:fealth and-Special
to go into full operation
center
provide
will
H
Education.;UN
. faculty and facilities to conduct until eai;ly- next year. A search
(or a director capable of coorresearch.
The goal of the center woqld dinating state agencies' needs
be to advance the studies into . with those of UNH' s faculty and
development.a l disabilitie_s. facilities is still in progress.
The ultimate benefit of this
Hersh said state and outside
agencies -c ould sponsor the program would be to the discenter to conduct research. The abled, said Waterfield. Initially
center would refer inquirers to the center would be involved
outlets of outside help if unable in reactive. research, assisting
to assist them personally, creat- when called upon._Eventually
ing a}ink betw~en all interest~d Waterfie'ld hopes proactive
research would' ta~e :place:·
· ··
·agencies.

By Paul Tolme

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~$ ~ ~
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"Show them you care!''

Goodie Paci{ages
Special Hall_oween :package
· ·

·

"Pumpkin Full of Cookies"

I ½ ·dozen l10mebakeJ, decorated _s ugar cookies, packed
111 a crad1t1;;nal ·p lasc_ic pumpkin-delivered anywhere on
campus ,S/4.9':i

-

_

Package #1

:~say it with a cake"

German choc.-S I0.00

.

Spicy Carrot Cake:s I 2.00 -

. Package #2
~•Complete Goodie Package
includes _: reusable bas_ket, apples, oranges, nuts , cheese·n-~rackers; ·gran,ola bar and· yqur ch~>ite of -Pel;ple, Time
, or Sp1;rc_s lllustrated-S9. 50

Package .#3'
Chewy brownies with nuts
_S3/doz. minim~m order of 2 dozen

-Dr. Lewis E. Palosky-_- ·
Optometrist

RISIARCH PAPI RS
16,278 to choose from-a ll
subjBctsOrder catalog · today with
Visa/ MC or COD
Calif. (213) 477-8226

• EYES EXAMINED,GL ASSES FIITE
• COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES

with IN-HOUSE LA BORA TORY

in

• CONTACT LENS SERVICES

featu-ring "Feel Safe·" Plan:

or rush $2.00 to-:

90 day, 100% refundable fee ·
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits
_-- Large 'selection of Serengeti, Bucci, Vuarnet, and Ray Ban sunglasses

·_- eye C<?rttact unt1m1tect -

-

· Open Mor,-Sat, 10 am _
,
In the Old Harbour District
EET PORTSMOUTH NH 03801 • 603-436-1200
1

Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 cu·stom research also
available-all levels

l>ackage#4
Decorated sugar cookies-great for any occasion
-Halloween
-Thanksgiving
-Finals
$3/do~ mipimum order of 2 dozen

Package #5
Home baked cookies
-Chocolate Chip
-Raisin

-Peanut Butter
$2/<k?z. minimum order of 3 dozeri

Deliverie-s ·made to anywhere on campusCall the Goodie Package in the MUB
co plac~ an order 862-2046 -

_
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SATUR DAY,
OCTOB ER24 ·
STEVE BRACIO TTI

FRIDAY ,OCTOB ER 17
.OPEN MlKE NIGHT
·- <

featuring
The NH Notables -

voe'!'/ and guitar

/

,_

Do you sing,:}Jlay_guitar,juggle, perform magic?
Great! Perform:.this ·Friday ... Call Debbie 868~7.5 27
.
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. Lil<:e mus~c? T~e Niche Coffee~ouse is currently looking for. additional staff .members.
If you w,ould like to work with us, please attend ¢>ur introductory meeting on Thursday, ·
. Oct.16, 5 PM, Room 7L, Devine Hall.

·.. ~-11 :00 Saturdays, Room 7L in Devine Hall
. . .
·Fu_nded by PFO
.

,

• • •,
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N IKKO AUDI O
"

Little .Siste,r Rush
Stclrt s: Mond ay,
Q,c tober 20th
:00 p. m ~.;.10:00 p~

~Meet fhe Sisters and
·Brothers
andjo in the/un i

.NR-550,

\

DIGITAL OUARtZ AM/F~ ~TEREO.RECEl~ER ..

• Oua,rtz synthesizer accuracy • Mem~ry preset tuning for 6 FM
a_n_d .6 AM stat ions • 1' 1 points _power level indicator • D101ta !
·
frequency readout • Push button auto / manuaf tuning • FM
n~ut1n~1. speaker (A .1 B1 Subsornc filter
· ·

Continoui Power Output min. AMS
power per channel into 8 ohms

35W+35W
005%

. from .20 to- 20.000Hz at rated THO. ·
· Both Channell Driven .at 1.OO0Hz

40.W~40W

(8 ohms)

Regular Price $219 .95
-Audioph ile'S Price $149.95

IN THE

BIG RED

.

BARN

- 122 LAFAYETTE RD., RT. 1, N. HAMPTON NH 03862 • (603) 964-7115

,.
'l,'

.
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Beit thy roommate.
flannel suit with tasseled loafers~'
'the.best time to get ahead in t~e business
fylacintos.h helps students work smarter,
world is not ,vhen -you get into the business world.
quicker and more creatively. And the beauty of it
Its when you get into school.
all is, you ·don't have to know diddley about
Enter, the MacintosH.M__
.computers to use one.
With programs like Microsoft~Excel and
Just don't let yo~r roommate, the
·. Jazz™ from -Lotus~ it lets you put toge~her forecasts,
marketing wiz, see this ad..
rnarketing plans, finandal statements·, costing
At.least not until after you graduate.
and cash flow faster than yo~ can say "grey
~ - fl)S~

:\ppll' Computer. l11c. Ap!1le a11d tht: Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. l11c. \\acintosh is a trademark of \lclhtosh Lahoratory. lnc. imd is heing used with it<; express pem1ission.
·
_\licrosoft is a registem\ trademark of \1icrosoh Corporation. Jazz and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development Co1J1oration.

,J,1:J."s a: full time fa'culty,. ::J~::1.ff or ::;tudentat U.N.H.·;- vou are eli!2•ibh~ Lo
f-:urchase : 1.'·1..,-Iadnt()Sh·:Computer at a dis(ount rate through .li·J,pple
_University prograr.n. f()r more information ·(:all Rkk at 742-5,t,65!~.4- lOpm .
. 1vlacintosh Plus Corn put.er:~; are part of the nev•l DI SCo-verv· pro!2Tam
here are T,.JNH . To be_;~ligibli-' to 1_{::;e thi:3 ne"V·l UN_H re::;ou.rce :3ig~n up 0f or an
6rientation ::;ession no-r;,,••l at the Stol::.e Hall and IvkCon:nell Hall dusters ,
t

'
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Fratefnity ·tleans ·Dover .park ·
By,Marla G. S1i1ith
1.)l!!int? the parkdean-up the
'SMiday ll)~or,.~ing,t saip-PellegriWhile most students watched . no. "Ifs,. hard t·o get people men worked in old T-shirts and
} ~:! \
,
'the Red Sox game Sunda,y, · motivated," he said. ;_'But once \ jeans. Pellegrino said, "1 think
·/
·'Sigma Phi Epsilon frater1:1ity you're out and working, it's easy. sotrie people who walk by think ·
·: cleaned-up Dover's Henry Law If there's 9ne thing I'::7e already
learned as community service , we're on probation. We've got- . _ ~_. ( :J:
.Park.
'
·
According tc{ sophomon~ chairman, it's how ,to inspire ~e~_some_~econd glanc<;:s."
brother Mark Pellegrino, com- · people." Pellegri"no motivated
munity service chairman, 30 the brotl}ers during the last
Koger HartheJemy, Mainte. brothers and pledges spent'oyer · bldod dri-ve by dressing in red .
· two hours raking, edging, trim- and blasting Peter Townsend's . nence Specialist of Dover Park
"Give Blood" out of : a_ tape and Recrea'tion was relieved that
ming and hedging the park.
'MU8 CAFETERIA
_ the fraternity cleaned the park.
. / "We're trying to excel in recorder.
,cornmunity service," said Pel'1egrino. "Wh~p the community - T ~ e clean -up was an idea
LET US
.,,.... DO THE COOKiNG
sees fratetni~y-· J~tters we want -sparked by -brother Andy
"I only have four men to work
them to assoc·i ate it with a ;Boettche,r, a Leisure Managewitht s.aid BartheleJTIY· ''It
TUESDAY, OCT.14
. positive Qutloo~'. lt,.~ also ,i good me_nt .and Tourism majoL
would have taken us ,a .week to
chance fot ou·r ipl_edges · to be Through his major he became
do what these guys did in a few
expos.ed to thepublic service accquainted with Don Heyliger, - - hours."
Vegetable Stir-fry
part of our fraternity,'.' he said. · ·clirector of Dover Parks.
Sweet & Sour Po,rk
.. · Ray Mancison, junior Sig Ep
Chicken & Spinach soup,
brother, .said, "You get a lot of
'-'It was a chance for us to work
,satisfaction knowing you have
According to Boettcher, Hentogether for a common goal and
WEDN·ESDAY, -OCT. 15
.a lot of manpower to get .out and , ty Law Park is "One qf the most _
co set example·s showing- that
do something for -the commun- .
)ty."
·
·.
·visible parks in the community there is more to a fraternity than
Cheddar Cheese Pie
· to clean up, and a project for drinking," said Boettch~r.
It wasn't easy to get brothers brotherhood to create unity." ·
Chicken Palerno '
· and' pledges out of bed on a

7

.

Cream of Mushroom
HamburgerVegetabfe soup .
Whoopie Pie

.

Peabody opposes contra'aid

THURSDAY, OCT.16/FR-IDAY, OCT.17

By Kelly Briggette
met with vocal support. At the national law." Peabody asked
Senatorial Candidate Chub end of his presentation, Peabody students to get the.ir friends
Peabody (D) condemned U.S. told students there "is work to 'involve.cl and let the Reagan
involvement in Central America be don~" to show Reagan that administration know about oband urged students to organize "America will not stand for aid jection to its policies in Central
.·
·
and make the Re-a garr admin- to the Contras ... (we) will not Amerka.
istration aware of opposition stand f~r actions _agarnst inter~ .
to its policies.
,
, ·
·
·
'
· - '
, '
,·
- Th e f ormer
. M assac· 11usetts.· ·••••••••••
·
·. ■••••••••••••••••••••·
. ,
.. ,
· ••·•
· •·•••••••••••• ••
Urin' 0
, Governor addressed 100 st~- : .: ·
~ dents gath~ted irn Horta°: (ft'l ··& ".~ 1 :- . . ~-~~~\~ . . . -. _ .
' Thursday night to hear retired· •
.
Colonel John Barr ·speak.
: ·
..
Q
Op, DC. :
Peabody is running against : .
CII
Senator Warren Rudman. Rud- •
Ur
man is seeking r~-electioo tc>' ;
.
~ the U.S. Senate this term. Peab- •
,
. _
:
ody criticized Rudman's support ·: . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....- - - ~ :
~:>f Contra _aid and sai_d the U.S . . :
1s repeating •the mistakes -of ■
;
Vietnam. He called U.S. invol- ;
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..______
;
_ vemendn Nicaragua ''a disas.: ;
French Toast served with coffee or tea
•
- trous mistake."
'
•
$1.75
·
:
An arms laden cargo plane :
. Broccoli & Cheese Omelet made with
:.
shot down over Nicaragua la st .:
a special cheese combination.
•
week resulted in the deaths of •
;
three Americans. Peabody said ;
Served with toast, coffee and homefries
;
the plane was sent "with t;h e ;
$3.10
•
knowledge an9 forethought of •
the U.S. government.''.
Despite
government
denial of. any
con- ::
_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.______
•

Re'sta- · _··an't

Vo
-'

•

Brea\. kf,ast Sp' ec· 1·a·1 •

s

. }·:

LU·nc h.
.eon · pe·c1a :·
Sweet Italian Sausage Sub

.-..--...---

'

PISTACHIO'S
Buy ice crec;l_m by .the 3 gallon.TUB!
Great for meetings, Hump Nights, Movie- Nights!!
· And the prke in right!ONLY $11/TUB!! .
Must order in advance. '86~-1 .176

NIGHT .GRILL- SPECIALS
1

· Monday~Ha'ru·burger.
Tuesday-Grilled ·cheese, w / H·a m ·
-Wednesday-BLT
Thursday-Chick.
en S,alad
Sandwich
·'
.
.·
\

CONVENIENT NEW HO•l iRS
Monday-Wednesd 9 y 3:30-9:30 .
_1
Thursday 3}0-8:30

•

01·nn
· er ·Spec1·a1 •

.

.

~-•r- T
.. . , . . --

1
.,

·---

-- -

--- ---~------~-~-- ----- .

.

.

.

·.

.

8011(')1486
'

.

.

-

. .

'.

,

;

: ..
,served with fre1ich .fries
: .
$
4
•
'ragua.
.
•
2. 5 ·•
- Peabody received .loud _ap- :
·
:
plause ·~/hen he condemned. ,
..
'.
Rudman's supportof th,e recent- ; YOUNG 8 , ·
.· ·
.
;ly approved ~100 million mil-; - \ ~
;
itary aid package. whic. h .is bting.. • . .
.
J Hot Roast Beef Sandwich served
•
sent to the Contras. If elected, : ,.
·
.
with tossed salad -and mashed potatoes ·· . · :
PCeabody _sdaid -wldithbdrha:~afl. o,f_: 1., . _-:
•. - ' ·
$J.JO
·
:
ontra ai wou
e 1s tr.st •, ·
.
•
. .
.,
;
.
.·
'
. :
pnonty.
,. _
. -·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••,• •••
Pe~body ctted a response by
~
·
Senator Rudman to Veterans
T · E ~ ·, ' , .·ll'"r'1 •,-";-r.~-~
for _Peace. ]tasked Rudman to
. ,
•\=,.....,lill(,ijj~"'-...:..
: recognize ·"the four U.~. V:ar . _
l \
veterans ·w~o haye been ·fastmg
at the Capitol since Sept. 1 to
--..~_.-, SHOP ·
~
protest continu~d US involv·e·62
.
·
·
~
. A '.
ment i!1 l'.'-Jicaragua. In his \etter 1
I -. - ... ~ARkET S
,
· ·
3\.:og2--1
4
dated Oct. 3, Rudman wrote, "I I
_ ._ - - _ T. 1 . PORTSMOUTH, NH.:._.,,.~
. I
do. not believe the U.S. govern- · .
·
·
· ·
· - .- .- - • • - - _. ~all!'
ment "should be held hostage fo ·1,
Relax At The Pnvate Hot Tub Room Rentals \
a few ... ~ whose) actions a~e I .
This offer may n,ot be co~01ned w Itn any otter or girt certIr1cate
hardly dtf!erent than those_ of I
RESERVATIO_NS RECOMMENDED 431-0994
the terror_ists who are holding I
.our hostages in Beirut."
•1
. After reading the letter, Peab- . I
ody's call for an end to Rudman's. · I
career in the U.S. Senate was I Expires <·
. ,,save S4 Ott
I 11 / 4 / 86 •
tan bed 10 visits on.)y $35 .
t' Day Rates
I

Spinach Quiche
· -Chicken/Mushrooms in Fillo
-·o atmeal ,soup
.Lentil soup
· Lemon' S0uffle ·

..

868 2688

-Ise~\~t f~~~fv:!~~~\~ ·~i~~~

MONDAY, OCT.20.

•
l
I . •

9r ., "

& '·c ffee
' ·S_h·
48·M·alO St .., .D . ham,
· .·N .H
. . ;•

. nection with the cargo ·mission, •

Let the MUB staff prepare lunch · ~
·
· for you. .
·

..

MUB PUB
TGIF-Friday night Oct 24
Free Hors d'Oeuvres served at your table (4:45-5:45)
. · See MUS0. pag~ for entertainmentI .
.j

GOODIE PACKAG-E
S'how a fri-end you care with .o ne of our Goodie Packages.
Order one- of our special Halloween Pcickages
Deliver anywhere on campus. CALL: 862-2046

MUB MARKET PLACE
Tuesday: wool hand _!<nit sweaters and accesso r, ies,
balcony Red Sox & Patriot memorabilia,
outside Strafford / Room ·
Wednesday: men's/women's cotton goods, balcony
Thursday & Friday: Silver Forest Jewelry, balcony
- Monday: imported wool sweaters,, balcony
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ALARMS
said, "I would def inarely sq weal
on them unless it was a friend.
Then I would give him a lot of
_
trouble."
Don Kinsley, a sophomore
in Lord Jfall ·said, "I probably
wouldn't say anything. It would
_depend on the situation. I
wouldn't tell on a friend, but
if someone was drunk 1 would
say something. '. '
Weekends have a dramatic
increase in difference from
weekdays, said Co te. Keeping
per capita in mind , large residence halls have higher
numbers of false alarms. Core
said this is partly due to behavioral responses such as peer
pressure.
According to Cote, "The
weather has tremendous im-

(continued from page I)
pacts. During tht colder months merit is Jooking into a false
false alarms decrease. Whereas alarm ordinance . Dorms,
major weekends such as Home- houses ; and other buildings
coming and Parents Weekend would be charged $100-200 per
truck for each _response. A
have an increase ih alarms."
Students caught pulling . falsely pulled alarm could easily
a lat ms are faced with three cost· $400-$500 since two trucks
punishments. First, he/she usually respond to each alarm, ·
must appear before the Durham said Cote.
Replacement for fire alarm
District court and report the
incident to the judge. Second, equipment is expensive. For
. he/she must pay 4 fine which example, students on one floor
is set by the judge. Third, he/she in Stoke will share the expenses
must appear before the UNH of five fire detectors. The floor
·
will pay $750.
·
Judicial Board.
According to Core the fire"False alarms have a serious
impact," said Cote. "People get fighters have a "tremendous_ly
upset over chror_iic 3:larms. They stressful job, especially when ·
· all have important things to do you know that you're responevery day and don't like to get sible for someone's life."
The Dmham-UNH firefighinterrupted," he said. ·
The Durham Fire Depart- ters work 42 hours a week.

Listen and

There are four me~ on 9ury ac
all iin~es. They work two d~ys,
two nights, then receive four
A memorial service will be
days off.
· held for Babcock at the Durham
Community Church sanctuary
on Wednesday at ·4:00 p.m.

_ BABCOCK _
(continued from pagc.5)

death. He said he was not
_surprised to learn that Babcock,
while virtually bed-ridden, was
reading 15 books a week, mostly
on his favorite topic - the history
of the railroad in the west.

_ "He was a remarkable person
~n every way," concluded Whittier.

you ca·n win fabulous prizes in ·

'f Mclnia

Contest...

HIT ROCK 100

Ir - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - ,I
I Name _ _ _ __ _ _ _ I

I Address ----'-'------'---- . I
I

including ....
* ·s100 worth of albums, cassettes, CD'~

I ------~-

I

I

II Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II
I
Best Time To Call You
I·
I _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ - I

_;SENATE ·_

_

(continued from page 1)
"Ev-erybody wants- the guy
caught,'' said sophomore Craig
Vosburgh. His room was
searched on Friday.
"They looked at evel'ything, .
every article of dothing, even
inside my box of Cheerios," said
Vosburgh. "But they didn't look
under the couch," he said.
"I think they were more
interested in scaring th~ person," said Congreve resident
Neil Battez.
During the search Sa.nborn
confiscated bee.r fr.om underage students, drug paraphernalia and a hunting knife. _
"If they have a search warrant
to look for one thing, in a court
of law they can't take anything
else,'' Vosburgh said.
Acco.rding to Sanborn-,
·"Those items confiscated are
illegal to have in a student's
room, therefore we have a right
to do so." Sanborn said there
would be no follow-up or prosecution of those individuals found
with illegal goods.
Sanborn ~mphasized that this
is the first time in five or six
years the search law has been
_
,
enacted.
,· The shooting which prompted the search was the third
report of a high powered pellet
gun used.in Congreve.

_

BARR

(c;ontinued from page 5)
tus comes from the common
people, not the kings or the
captains,"-he said.
Barr referred to the abolition
of -slavery, the women's movement, and the civil rights movement, as examples of these
.
steps.
Barr said he-is encouraged by
the four US veterans who are
fasting in Was.h ington to .protest government aid to the
contras. He said it was sad they.must go to such e~tremes to be
heard, but applauded their message. Barr has met two of the
fasters. He said they are receiv(Y\cDonalas _
ing thousands of support letters
daily even with the minimal
amount of media coverage de- voted to this issue. ·
According to Barr, U .S. involvement in Nicaragua is a
nightmare for Vietnam veterans. "They see-it happening
_all over again-step by step.
Those of us who have seen war
detest it," he said.
Barr _said any world peace
must begin with a renewed faith
in International Law. He said ·
the United States' loss of r~spect
for_the United Nations, and its
shuhning of the World Court
Box t20,
Rock 100 Mania Contest,
ve coupon today to
Send In the abo_
are major steps backward in the
struggle .for wo_rld p~ace.
.Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 or you can sign up a~ McOonaldts of Exeter or Exeter Subaru.
"The vast majority of people
in this world are full of good
.
. will," Barr said. "They are
.
·
• You must be 18 years of age or older to win :
• All final conteslanls for the Grand Prize musl be present on SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16 ~T TJ-fE ALL-NEW MC0ONAL0'S of Exeter du_ring
::ontent to be placid as long as
, .
.
.
the HIT ROCK 100 live broadcasl. _
~hey aren't threatened. It is a
• Complete contest rules a,e posled al lhe Hit Rock 100 studios: Laf~yelle Rd :..·· Porlsmoulh, Monday-Friday from 9 a.m. -5 pm .
;mall minority that convince
1s that the world is a jungle. lt
.
'
:eally isn't."
The Committee on Central
\.merica (COCA) sponsored the
peech funded by the· Program~~=~~=~==~==~~~=~===~=~=~~=~==~~~~=~~==:~~=~==~~~==~ ning Fund Orga~·ization.

A visit in a hot tub at 100°
~ A weekend for 2 100. miles away at ~ .lovely N.H·. country inn
* s100 gift certificates for fine jewelry
* $100 in movie tickets
* 100-day membership in a health club
* -10-0 comic boo.ks
* 1,00 ½ g~llons of ice cream
& lots more ....

L________________ J

*

PLUS ONE LUCKY GRAND PRIZE WINNER
WILL RECEIVE

A BRAND NEW-SUBARU WITH

.
100 gallons .of gas
s100 luxury suite at a fine Boston hotel
s·1 00 gift certificate at an expensive Boston restaurant

100 ·cans .of soda in the trunk
Hit

'

·

P.O. '
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Determined'' R.E.M. fans wait for tickets
By Sabra F. Clark
Yesterday 190 students sat
on the floor of the Granite State
roo~ couri-ting the minutes until
tickets for the Oct. 30 REM
concert went on sale.
·People ·had arrived at different times throughout _the pre. vious evening and Monday
morning.to claim a place in line.
Angus stood besi~e- two dark
green sleeping bags cluttered
with comics and several te:xt
b~oks. He was one of the group
of three who were first in line.
Angus arid his friends had
gathered food, sleeping bags and.
· books together and headed to
the MUB at 8:30 p.m. Sunday.
He said between the time his
group arrived and midnight
about nine people joined them.
By 6 a.m. he said-the total was
up to 25 people. _

YOU DON'T KNO~ ,

According to Angus; after th~ said, "but it's just for the fun ing. Devivo said she loves REM,
30th person arrived, students of sleeping out that I did it." but did not think it was necestook numbers. to insure first Cameron said he once slept in sary to camp _out. "Everyo,;ie just
.
-,_;
.
choice of tickets. He did not line for Dire Straits tickets,'.
runs to the front anyway," she
think people would cut ir1 line.
Beside· Camernn, a group of sai_d. Spring said she ·did riot
'Tll make sure ·they don't; no 18 REM fans sat on their mind w~iting. "This isn't really
freshman is going to get in front sleeping bags. A few munched · ' suffering; .it's 'just like· one big
of me,". he said.
.
on junk food, while others sat party," she said. 'Both Devivo
· Wendy Hannan was one of ·with open books, giving a little and Spring · agreed ·the concert ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - s~veral managers at the MUB attention now and then to their ·would be worth the -wait.
in charge of organizing ticket studies.
sales . .She said th:e process would . According to Sully, the organ1
be fair. "We are only going to · ·izer of the clan, the group had
"I was surprised a't the r
take about 20 people upstairs planned to arrive at 5 a.m. After . amount of people," sai~ Cliff .,
at a tirrie so things should go . learning that people were al- . Chase who stood near the end
smoothly.''
.
ready staking places i~ line on of the line. Chase s;id he is a f
"Fluff'nutters is what's keep- Sunday night, he and his friends big REM fan, ·b ut was discour- 1
ing me going," said Jamie Ca- grabbed sleeping bags and pro- aged from waiting a long time f
meron, ar:iother early morni(!g visions and headed to the MUB by his experience in buying
arrival. He said it was not very · on Sunday.
tickets for a Santana concert.
cold and the people at the MUB
. Michelle -Devivo and Joanne "I was third in line and then the
also left a door unlocked so Sprin-g took their place in line · girl selling the tickets screwed
they"didn'tha·vetoroughit."
at 10 a.m. They and several upandmyf~iendsandlgotstuck
"I like REM o.k," ·Cameron friends were taking shifts wait- in row Z, so I decjded it just
wasn't worth it," he said.

FUTONS TIL YOU'VE SLEPT -·
.·WITH ONE~ · -

MACRO POLO

Durham offers cl safe place

35 Main St. Durham · ·
Phone 868-7051 '

REM will appear at the Field •
House .with back-up band the
"Feelies."

. /

MTW-9-5:30
. TF-8-8
S-9-4

By Deborah J. Robinson

Emily Moore, Assistant Dean Place" for three of its seven . - - - - - - - - - - - - .
, Victims of partner abuse in of Students said currently at years. She said "there was a need
BULIMIA
the Durham area can now seek UNB. "we certainly have ser- for support groups in :._other
help in their own community. · vices available, but nothing that areas" besides Portsmouth and
and
· "A Safe Place," the crisis . is sensitive to this-particular the three other cities throughout
BINGING
the state. Rousseau 's aid the
intervention center located in issue."
Portsmouth, had their first
A UNH student can receive -Durham location is good be•Food and ·Weight
support group meeting Thurs- help at Career Counseling and cause they have had studen_ts
day night at the Community Testing, but the services are stay with them in the past. The ._Control Problems Church on Mai-n St. in Durham. primarily for rape and sexual new location is also more ac- ' •Specialized Treat- ·
"A Safe Place" offers victi_ms harassment situations.
,
cessible to .victims seeking help
men t of Eating
of partner abuse "a safe pli°ce
"It is a very important issue," , in the uppe1 St,rafford County ·
t0 come and' talk about their
Moore said. _'._'J knqw things like area.
feelings," said H'olly Rousseau, that go on."
Call
sup.port group and services
"A Safe Place" started seven
coordinator. Services are free years ago when a group of
and confidential.
women in abusive relationships ·
Stephen.-Little,
- Services provided · include_ "taught themselves tc;> write
support vgroups, dtop-in pe{'.r · grants" because there were "not
M.Ed.·
·counseling, public education in a lot of resources for people
the community, an emergency available.," Rousseau s.aid. It is
at 43'3 -2233
nurtiber (1-800-852-3311),_and part of the New Hampshire
- babysitting for mothers who Coalition for Family and Do - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
want to attend the program. "A mestic Abuse. Centers are lo- I
I
Safe Place" also offers court cated in Portsmouth, Concord, I ,. .
I
advocay, in which a volunteer Nashua and Claremont. New I
•
I'
will "walk' through'_' the court · locations are in Rochester and . :
Resumes
25 -~ets
·1
process of leaving an abusive Hampton, as well as Durham. _- I
I
situation and inform the victim
_I}-ousseau has been at "A Sa~ I Includes typ in g ·
- copies
$18.50 · 1
of h<:.r. lega,l rjghts.
__
· __ ___
.I Mat c hing paper
envelopes
Less $-->I.QO 1
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C-ollege Conso·rth.im For ·international Studies.
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'

Eckerd F amity Youth
Altfrnative, Inc., is se~k-- ·
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Editorial
False alarms endanger student lives
It happens too many times every year,
at the rate of at least once a week. A fire
alarm is pulled, usually in the late. evening
or early morning. Students; startled from
sleep, file out into the street in bathrobes.'
and shorts. These students then have to
wait, oft.e n times in ·the cold -o f winter or
·in the rain, for the fire department to arrive
and search the building for a fire. The fire
department ~finds someone pulled the fire
_
alarm as a prank.
The patien,ce in de~ling with th.ese
constant pranks is soon lost in most students
· after-the third or fourth alarm. Students
sta;t to sleep through the alarms or simply
ignore them and hide in_their rooms. In
short, they are conditioned ·to recognize
the fire alarms as a nuisance rather than

a warnmg.
This weekend, the fire alarms went off
in Randall, Hitchcock and Devine Halls.
The same thing happened. Most students
filed out of the dorms, but a few stayed
inside, either _sleeping through the alarms
or hiding from the firefighters. However,
one thing was different. This time there
really was a fire. Three, to be exact, in three
separate dorms. The fact that someone was
crazed enough to set these fires is frightening enough, without eve~ looking at the
false alarm problem~
When ~ ·student pulls a fi _re alarm, he
or she is -endangering the ,lives of his or
her fellow students. Captain William Cote
of the UNH fire department said "False

Acacia

"·

1,·;

·.
the system as a whole.
Fraternally,
_
· Bob Costello
To the Editor:
IFC President - ·
In regards to Ned Woody's article
om Gamache
in the Friday, October_10th issu~ ·
Chairman-President's Council
of The New Hampshire (Acacia
violates dry rush rules),' there are
several clarifications to be made.
Firstly, in noway is the punish- _
ment Acacia received working ·
against the Greek System as was To the editor:
_ In regard to the article, "Evanquoted. What did work against the
Greek System, specifically frater- gelist Duo Spread Gospel" in the
nities, was the dry rush violation ·October 7th. issue of The New
Hampshire, I'd just Ii½:e tQ comment
itself. By having a wet (al~oholic)
rush before the three reqmred dry ~ on the backward thtnktng of Jed
( non-alcoholic) rushes, Acacia's . ._ and Cindy Sm3ck and our reaction
'a,_umbers '\:Vere over 100, while other · to their behavior.
. First of all, I think it's interesting
fraternities who were adhering to
the tlry rush policy only entertained and somewhat disappointing to see
20 30 rushees. This is what hurts two people clinging to ther warped
ideas, while the rest of society
_
the Greek System.
Secondly, for a president of a moves forward in every way posfraternity to say that an IFC ruling sible (spiritually, emotionally, -psyis _laugtiable, is absurd. If Acacia chologically, socially, technologhad be~n represented at the Pres- ically etc.). They are two people
ident's \neetings preceeding fra- crying to us not to move on like a
ternity r·µsh, possibly they would little kid afraid of their mother
have be~~_more aware of the rules leav'ing their side; ot even parents
not wanting their grown children
affecting all houses, as well as the
to leave. I think they shoul-d be
co'nsequences all hous'es must face
opening their minds to new things
if the rules are violated.
At a time when the IFC is taking and trying .to grow- rather than
forcing their op~nions on students
important steps to handle fraternity
infractions interrnHly, every deci- across .the country who are trying
1
to learri new things and see as much .
· sion is vital. There is no question
that the IFC did a fair and quality · of life as possible. When we hear
this isolated view of what the world
case. The
job handling the'l\.cacia
1
judiciary comi;nitt~e was quick to should be like, what can we do but
act and the punishment was ' well look at them with some bewildermen£ and brush oH their · ideas
thought out. All this could have
almost as soon as we hear them.
been avoided if communication with
We can't help but think that they
Acacia and the rest of th·e Greek
are _basically screwed up .and need
System had been better. It is_ the
to readjust their thinking.
duty of the president to keep as
The sad thing is that people laugh
informed as possible, and this
at them or gawk at them or watch
wasn't done.
them for entertainment much like
It wasn't the IFC's intent to
·w atching a sidewalk show at Quincy
ostracize Acacia in any way, and
Market. I think it's weird to think
it is the Council's belief that this
that they don't know they're being
wasn't done. -However, Acacia
viewed this way, and that they're
violated a policy and it is the duty
not convincing anyone of anything.
of the IFC to recognize this and
The fact that society is beginning
hand down a sanction. This
to accept homusexuals is just one
decision-making policy within the
sign of the fact that societal changes
IFC is critical to fraternities on this
have gone- on through history and
campus, and it is in no way directed
are continuing to do so. People in towards hurting chapters, but rather
culture seem to be having more an9towards strengthening th~m and

.
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more equal roles. If th~_re's a God,
isn't that what God would want?
We shouldn't be banishing people
as these people suggest or discriminating against people for whatever
reason their color their thoughts
or wha~ever the ca;e may be. I think
people are becoming less discriminatory and should be reaching out
to each other in their trip to higher
development. We should be open
to new knowledge in order to come '
up with ne'w ideas. We should all
be helping and coaching each other
on rather than trying unsuccessfully
to pull and hold everyone back.
I know mo·st of us think these
people are strange. Well, I do too.
Why ~oesn't someone guide us
successfully forward instead of
backward? I think we have enough
entertainment in the world and we
don't n~~d them to encour~ge
people's natl!rally bad 9abit of
making fun of others. Even though
they are making fools of themselves
thougJ;i, we shouldn't let them.
My second pbint is that even
though they bring this upon themselves, we should als.o look at
ourselves. I don't think our reaction ·
to them should be laughter. We
shouldn't gawk at them, but we
should look at them with some kind
of compassion, just by listening for
a while to see what they have to
say," and then quietly disregarding
their message as being useless to
us if that'~ the case, and simply walk
on: So, we can listen for a while, ,
disagree and walk away, or even
engag!= in an honest discussion with
them if that's what you want to-do,
but let's not laugh because they' re
people too and should be treated
with some respect even though
their ideas are backwards. ·
Sherie Davis

Faustus
To the Editor:
It is now October 13 and the
:University Theatre's proquction
of Dr. Faustus has closed. The New
Hampshire has yet to, print a

\'

alarms are a waste of manpower, time, arid
money." This weekend's activities should _
prove to ' any sophomoric college students
that false fire alarms· could also le(d to the
loss of lives, as it could have ,~one this
weekend.
Becai;tse the person or persons ' who set
this weekend's fires could possibly do it
again, students IJ1USt see fire alarms for
what they are - a warn·ing-: If a fire alarm
goes off, leave the building. immediately.
This weekend's activities prove the fact
that one's life could very well be in danger. '
It is tirrie for the University judicial
system to start taking harsh ste,ps towards
~those student's who pull the fire alarms
and endanger the lives of their classmates.
It's riot a funny prank. Someone could die.

review.
I;>uring the run of this show you
had two issues that could have
induded a review. Particularly when
you consider that there were five
different p.e rformances that if
attended, could have been reviewed
for last Friday's issue, I think your
staff has been especially remiss in
its duty to the students.
Whether. or not you print some~
thing now is immaterial. The fact
is that a large portion of the student
population has mi-ssed it~ opportunity to see a classic Marlowe play.
Furthermore when you consider
that University Theatre productions are collaborations of student
effoi,-_ts, often designed and always
built, sta-ffed and performed by
students, I hope you would be more
cognizant of their endeavors.
I hope -that in the future you will
be more supportive of the University Theatre.
Mary Pa.t Mauro

Letters to the editor should
De typed and signed, and
mu'st include an address
f:l,nd telephone number for
werifi.cation. ·
Address all mail to:
The New Hampshire,
Room 151,
MUB.
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University Forum
-Th e Nina, the PiQta, an d the three day weekend
By Phil Brod er
CoJumbu s Day. One of about thirty
or so official holidays this natiop
cele~rate s. Why? Holidays usually fall
on Mondays_, and Monday is one of the
least holy days of my week.
The Universit y of New Hampshi re
celebrate d yesterday 's-joyous holiday _
by holding a full day of celebrato ry
classes, lab periods, at,hletic practices,
homewor R, administr a_tive screw-up s,
and parking probl~ms . What a party,
eh? I dedicated a brief moment of sleep

'

during calculus to the memory of old
Chris. Columbu s. The dining halls
celebrate d by serving a sumptuo us
Italian feast, featuring delicacies like
plain pizza. No one in Italy eats plain
pizza. They stuff it with eight different
meats, a half dozen cheeses, and any
·vege,tab le they can pull from tneir
garden. Hasn't Ingeborg Lock ever seen
a Pizza Hut commerc ial? Besides,
Monday was also Yorn Kippur, and
since Columbu s might have been

Jewish, shouJdn 't gefilte fish and
chicken soup with matzoh balls also
have been served? We, the diners,
demand ethnic equality!!
Elsewher e in the nation, Columbu s
Day was celebrate d in different ways.
The NFL celebrate d by putting the
Cincinat ti Bengals on Monday Night
Football. Cincinatt i is the closest NFL
town to Columbu s, Ohip. In Columbu s
they probably did somethi ng wild,
indecent, and illegal, but it's Ohio, so

,l«:>KNOT

WHAT- YOUR COUKTRY
~
--DO FoA "You-A
..... ""T YOI.I
. _... SI<
CAN
....
Ct7T TI-4E ORNMT,cs

AND AAHD OVER )'bvR,

':t:.~:Jt#r! SPECIN\2t-1,
GEORGE.

who cares? (Sorry Ohioans: It's a nice
state, bud wouldn't want to live there.)
Across the nation, millions of Amer- ;
icans ignored the people who really :.. ,.,
discovere d the New World:--t he Vik. ings. Just because they raped, killed,
pillaged, and burned on their way over
here is no reason to snub them in all '
the states except Minneso ta. And
whateve r happene d to the Indians?
Did they ever get within a dozen games
of the Red Sox? In Washing ton, Ronny
and the PEA tried ~o find ways ·to stop
the country named for everyone '.s
favorite oceango ing explorer from
shipping tons of illegal drugs to our
nation.
Back at home again, the UNH
Marching Band celebrate d by marching
in a parade in Rocheste r. Personall y,
I always celebrate a .holiday by walking
three miles behind a group of horses
while carrying a twenty pound bass
drum. It beats having a barbecue at the
beach.
'
,
The next holiday I plan on celebrating is El~ction Day. Yes, I know that
Hallowee n comes first, but since I have
an absentee ballot I can celebrate
wheneve r I w"ant. Planned festivitie s
incJude voting for incumben t Governor
Blanchar d and yes on Proposals A and
C.
The pilgrims set down on Plymouth
_ Rock and are remembe red with turkey
and cranberry sauce. Columbu s landed
on a resort island in the Caribbean and ,
gets nothing. I'll take the Bahamas to
Massachu setts ai;w time.
.
Phil Broder's column appears every week.

By Stev~ Sack

South Africa

This could

be

yo·u r space.

By Sonia Schm itt .

I love how sanctimon ious .the United
_The h_ypo<;:risy of _this is sue is staggerin g. We
Sta res has become over the issue of
w1s~ to 1mp<?se sanctions on1 a country we consider
aparthei d iri South Africa. We keep
a fnend, while at the same time we court governcomparin g the plight of South African
ments that we are directly opposed to, and do not
blacks with that of the American blacks,
~rnst. Sanction s are insulting , humiliat ing and
feverishly patting ourselves on the back
rnfla~nin g. I do not suppose anyone remembe rs
for how well we've dealt with desehow we as a country felt back in 1973 when Arab
gregation (in s·p ite of busing and forced
integretio n).
It would be more realistic to compare . t71' revisil's us like a 6ad /'asl'e in our moul'bs
the situation in South Africa to the every l'ime OPEC meel'i. v
·
. 'plight of the American lndian·s, since
· they, 1ike Sou th A frica·n blacks, are
naive to the land. When seen in this
nations did , not a pprov e of our views on certain
lig'h t, we don't fare so well, as we
issues. It revisits us like a bad ta$te in our moudrs
continue to give short shrift to the
every time OPEC meets. I do oot believe the way
Indians . Even America n ·blacks have
to he(p or influenc e a friend is to twist his arm
not done that well, consider ing that
until he agrees with you.Our hearts are in the right place, but our heads
they were given their freedom and right
are not. It's similiar to iU love. A pa rtheid, or
to vote more than 100 years ago-mor e
than 50 years before the India ns were
seg regation as we k n ew it , is .wrong and sho uld
LL ch anged , bm i"1. .:,hou iJ be pa infully ob vious· th at
gi ven any righrs.
the problems faci ng South Africa are very different
And wha.t about those rights? I think
it's very noble to demand that black
fr o m our own, and it will take much more t ha n
South Africans be giv_en the vote ,
a quick fix to co~_nect them. ·
·
1

especially when the consequences won't

directly affect us. I wooder how willing
white American s would have been to
give blacks o r Indians the vote if, a t
that tlme , eithre r had bee17 a majority
or posed a rea"I political threat.

Sr.w ia Schmitt is the Forum editor o f T he N ew
H ampshire .Opinion s on this or any subject m ay be
submitted to her forpublication. All articles should include
a phone number for venfication.
-
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____________..FIRE-----(continued from p~ge 1)
alarms in - all three do~ms ·
The pers·on, or persons resounded in rapid Stfccession. sponsible for setting the fires
· Four fire(ighrers responded to will be subject . to criminal
the call. Reinforcements of eight prosecution, Papadopolous said.
more were called in.
T~e fires are currently under
"There was a con'siderable jo i nr investigation by the
amount of smoke around," Cote Durham-UNH fire department
said. "There were few Hames . a.nd the UNH Division of Public
· but the danger ~as absolutely . .•· Safety.
real." Core said the .greatest
danger was that of smoke inhalation.
Papadopolous said he was
concerned that students were
upaware of the seriousness of
the situation. "I don't think .
students fully understood that . _
someone put our lives in .
(continued from page 3)
danger," he said. "Someone our
there has a problem they are
until more funds become availtrying to call a-ttention to." . ·
"It's sad that it takes an . able. Woodside is involved in
emergency like this to make . another project using the same
peop1e aware that all fire alarms fluidized bed containers in a bioare serious,'' Papadopolous said. technological application.
"When you hear an alarm, get
our of the building . and ask
questions later."

AWARD·

See next issue for st~ry on the Student Television Network. (Stu Evans photo)

Cl -

Senator Warren Rudman recently canceled a planned visit to
UNH. (file photo) . ,.
.

*word As·s ociation.·
(603) ~59-&¾7-

Word Processing • TYJ)ing • Transcription .
.. ' - . Durham, New •, Hampshire

Screen Printing & · ,Embroidery
T-Shirts~ caps~ jackets, buttons
signs, mugs, pencils, etc.
Competitive Wholesale Prices

Starts .Friday
at a theatre. nea~ you
\

'

ISH1R1S+

World Leader in Custom Shirts

FOX RUN MALL

431-4355
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UNH .Cele brity Series :
1986-87 Perfo rmanc es to Enjoy
Beaux Arts Trio
Oct. 16

Candida The Guthrie Theater
Mar. 3

The King Stag
American Repertor y Theater
Nov. I
·
' ·

North Carolina Dance.The~ter.
Mar. 5

-Beaux Arts Trio ;
Dec. 9

B"eaux Arts·1 ;rio

Apple Hill Chamber Ens_emb_le

·Apr_. 7 -

Jan. 31

Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
Feb.6

·M adama Butter flY\
New York City National Opera
. Apr. i3
.

-

. AU p_erformances at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater.
_:· General public $12; UNH faculty/ staff $1.Q; Senior citizens, $9; UNH students $8. . - · ·
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office (862-229 0 ) from l0 a:irf.-4 p.m., Monday- Friday, and
a~
the Johnson Theater.. Box Office (862-3030) beginnin g at 7 p.m. performa nce evenings.
.
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Sm{ paraphenalia on sale yes.. terday. (Stu Evans photo)
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· ------CAM.Pus-

.W rite news -

Co~ in .and enjoy a sµ:cial. ·
'

•Night Grill

. Color dev~lop ·and print

·,

I

-

·s:· AME· DAY.

~

· SERVICE*

I
"'- -.\

II .
...__

~

·No Extra ·charge··.

Monday-Hamburger
Tuesday-Gril~d Ham &·Cheese
Wednesday-BLT - -~ . _
Thursday-Chicken· Salad San_d w_ich

"

- ""In by noon;.back by five"
-

-

REPRIN T·S IN
DAYS*

.

-The New

, , '.L'
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.--~------------------.....
Making Something?

.1

Hampshire

C>f:En irom·3:30 to 9:00 M-W
lhurs. til 8:30

WHY WAIT A WEEK OR TWO?
*Service usually available. Subject to ch"'!',nge.

;

and sports for ·

Prepared by om of our f amoIB emfs.

. .

.

.

·,

nno

Head to your
. -_.SEWING :STO·Re·.

for
FABRI.C

----

• Fabric for Skirts
• .Fabric for. Curtains-'
• Fabric for· Crafts
• ,Noti9ns
• Buttons
. • .. Ribbon
•. eu·rda Patterns ·
.
. .. .

----

.

.

.

.

'

,,,,..

_.

' .

. ·..

.

.
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· HE ·.··• · T BACK
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OPEN

.. 44 MAIN ST. .

.

DURHAM

-. . PHONE • 868-7027
·,
. ,

..
(

.

9-7 MONOAY~THUASDAV

.

· -Let Us Se_·Your Shipper

'

_....,-

'

Jack ffattnon 1 or/gtna{ funcfteoneffe

l?Ji-i?

Dinner Oaily .•. always featuring a special ·

.

t

I

A Dover tradition
of fit\e dining

$-5:30 FRIDAY . . '
9-5:00 SATUADAY

DailyNe~:~1~-r;:::,::;~

Garden Fresh Salad Bar
,
10% discount on all meals with val'id ID
Lounge o·pen until legal closing ·
Mauer Charge · Amc~ican E:x.p~css _

16 ThJr<;l _Street · 749-_4585

D9y~r, l'f-H~

.....,
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Arts & Featu ·

Dr. Faustus · Brought to UNH Theater
By. David Olson
often missing from UNH stage
In choosing The ·Tragicall performances. The success of
History of the Life an'd Death the entire play hin_g ed on
of Dr. Faustus as the first C<1-rnes' ability to handle the tide
pro-duction of _the year, the role, and he respon ded to the
UNH Th-eater Department was - pressure with a captivating
taking ·o·n ·a potentially disas- performance . .
trous task.
'
O' Malley was equally im presThe,l)lrp,t[tm,ep,t had t<? by - sive as the devil Mep.hostophilis,
pass manf obstacles to present who 'served Faustus during the
the play effectiv_ely, let alone -doctor's' cont-r act -~ith Lucifer:·
impress·iv-ely. Few college the-at~ O' ,Malley, -who ra-rely takes on
· er companies choose to perform such a serious -ro'le, appeared
· the play because of these obsta_- supr_isingly comfortable with
·
cles.
_ · the part.
The author, Christopher Ma_r:. · - The rest of the company was
Iow.e, .st_ru.g gh:d w'ith _t-1?-e Ia~- forced, due to their small
. guage· "of: th 'e play:· Instdd 9.-f ·11.umber, to take on. multiple
-~; being written in the flowery - parts. In most cases, the actors
_ -: · sfyle of Shakespeare, Marlo~e were able to rise to the occasion.
'
:c wrote in blank verse, a style that
Notable failures were the two
is cl i ff i cu It to transfer to t h,l: scholarly friends of Faustus, and
-stage.
,:
the Duke and Duchess of VanAnother obstacle was the fact holt, who Faustus cncoumers
that-th~J)!ay was an Elizabet}:lan in the next to last act of the play.
· dra·ma "·v/ritien -i-n- 1592. The In these ca,ses, overacting broke
company had to make the play the rhythm of the play, drawing
"modern" and relevant to a:o the focus away from the primary
audience neady 400 years- later: cha·racters.
Finally, while there are nearly
However; ~xcellent support70 parts in Dr. Faustus, ther,e ing performances by Scott Fish,
were only 16 actors and actresses Brad Farwell, Karl Treen and
to fiIE;flle{e rs'oles. . . .
·_ . Dianna Nadeau (all in multiple
Despite these barriers, the roles) gave the show acting
~ UNH Theater Department WJis
depth beyond Carnes and O'
able to pull together and pro- Malley.
.
duce the best show UNH h~s
· While the acting was gener- Michael O'Mallev and Tony Carnes brought life to Christopher Marlowe's ,
h seen in three years.
~a,lly good, technical aspects of Dt Faustus . (Theater Qept. photq)
;~
Faustqs was successful ipaiQ.ly the play often interrupted the
dtie to 'S6me solid and versatile flow of the production and drew inally appeared looked like a the stage from another part of ,
And '. luckily, the - Theater
acting. Tony Carnes was near- attention from the acting. The clown ' with the head of a cow . -the Paul Creative Arts Center.
Departmenr-w_as able to bounce
perfect as -the tormented Dr. first such incident occurred Hardly the stuff nightmres are
Director Gil Davenport ·said back from a disappointing JoFaustus, and Mike O' Malley when Mephostophilis initially made of.
.
the intrusion· of some bizarre seph and the A mazing TechnicconJrig,ured the ,b est perfor- appeared to Fau~tµ_s. The devil
The second mistake occurred costumes should hot be taken 0/0 r Dreamcoat and show the
mance of his UNH cc1 reer -as was supposed to be ,so hideous when .three German soldi-ers as a- kind of "w_eird intrusion." · UNH communtty what they are
Mephostophilis, Lucifer's ser- that Faustus would cringe in , appeared clad in modern cam - Weird or riot, Davenport exper-. truly :capable , of. Despite a few
vant. Carnes was the center of · terror and demand that Me- oflage outfits'. With the rest of iments with the costumes in minor stumbles, Dr. Faustusattention wherever he stood o_n phostophilis take on the shape the cast dressed in Elizabethan- _ many areas. Luckily, he only fell cleared all of the obstacles.
the sparse stage. As Faustus, he / of a Fransiscan friar. In the ·e ra costumes, the soldiers looked short with the camoflage Army
displayed an intensity that is UNH production, what orig- · as if they had wandered Qnto fatigues.

Livingston .Taylor
to Perform in MUB Pub
By Jim Car.roll

than a hit record-.''He maintains called This •Weeks Music, but
Livingsto-n Taylor, Saturday that a performer becomes a unfortunately the show was
night's Mub Pub performer, is great performer if he or she is cancelled· after the first 13
a singer, songwriter and funny able to maintain a consistent weeks. The show allowed Taylor
man who likes to draw from as quality in performing and re- . to work with people su.c h as
many pop -i nfluences as possible. cording. He says, "to get atten- Cyndi Lauper, Tina Turn.er and
"I love James Taylor; love the tion you have to do _dope·y, Johp'. w :aite and gave him _a
group Mister Mister.-I love Diet , deviant things. It makes me sad chance to prove that he is-as
Coke commercials," he says.· "I to see the exploitation of gim- · charismatic a television °personlike popular, current music mick_rather than music."
ality a~ he is ·a performer.·
because I believe that the songs
Although Taylor may not
Tayl9,i"'lives in West,Ofl,, Mass
that are most listened to are have oecome -as famous as hi's with _" his \wife Maggie, who
generally very good." And so ' brother Ja~es in his pursuit ·of ,d,oubles as h _is ·manager. He
one shouldn't be surprised to mus'ical integrity, his comments often spends his Summers iri
know that Livingston Taylor about his brother are nothing Martha's Vineyard where his
considers himself to be,a product but praise.
mother Trudy, sister Cate and :'!of Pop music.
"People ask is it bad because brother Hugh hve. Brother
Though Taylor may not be his shadow is so long, but his James also owns property o·n
as well known as his brother shadow is tha_t long because it ·_ Martha's Vineyard and visits
James, h_is music has found it.'s _ should be. He's a wonderful when he can.
way to the radio and td·· the talent arid he has many wond- So whether 'you have heard _
favorable side_ of the music erfol things going for him." He - Livingston Taylor or only know ··
critics. His best -known songs ·adds, "I really am not jealous the name in association with
are "I Will Be in Love With · because I have a wonderful -his brother James, come to see
You" and 'Tll Come Running," career myself."
hiin on Saturday night. He is
both from the 1979 album Three
Taylor also maintains that he a friendly and funny person who
Wa)' Mirror, his first alburn o_n likes to do-w hatever allows hirn believes performing is .. the an
the Epic label.
"to continue living." Last year
of helpii;ig Q.tbers to have a good
But Taylor considers rhat "a Taylor became 'the host of a · times.
·
great career is founded on more - syndicated- television ser_ies
C

•

•
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Jumpin,J ack ·"GO/d6erg Hits :t he Mark
1

.
By Pano Brook~
· Whoopie -Goldberg is one of
the best comedians of the eighties, and .proves·in 'Jumpin' Jack
Flash" that she can fight the cold
war, and :keep you laughing at
the same tiine. -: ·
Goldberg plays Terry Qoolittle, a·bright young woman with
a job in an international bank.
She finds her work bor1ng, so

she spices it up by sending · istic.
the KGB.
person.al messages on\ her comOne day Terry receives a
Goldberg was nominated for '
puter to other banks around the message on her computer from an AcaMmy Award for her film
world. It's funny to think that "Jumpin' Jack Flash," who she debut in "The Color Purple,"
a trusted employee of a major . discovers is a British spy, · which followed her 1984 Broad~
. bank would use· a computer to trapped . in an Easte'rn Bloc ,way 'debut with her one-worn.an
swap bbotlegged tapes with an · country. · "Jack" depserately show. Goldberg fee-ls that Terry
o.per,a tor in England, send re- needs help to escape, and begs '-is "an off-beat kind of girl,"
. cipes to a Japanese banker, and Terry to go to the . British · caught in . international in..:
advise a Frenchman on how to consulate f What 'follows is a trigues. ·
_
. .
· ~onduct his busy love life, But series of 'Comedic adventures · as
"She 'is a normal person in
Goldberg ?1akes1_jt seem real- Terry js pursued by the CIA and an abnormal situation. It's not
so much what happens to her,
but how she · reacts to what
happens· to her, -that makes her
fun," said Goldberg of her
character. .
Penny Marshall _m akes her
directorial debut with this
comedy:-thriller. Marshall demonstrated her talerit for direct. ing on ·several episodes of
. "Laverne and Shirley,''. the
phenomenally successful tele..,
vision serie's' in which she costarred.with Cindy Wiliiams.
Marshall has her own produc~ .
tion company, Nutmeg Productions, ·and .she is currently
developing several other feature
film projects. In 'Jumpin' Jack
Flash" the "Laverne and Shirley" flavor is evident in the way
Goldberg reacts to the \.predicaments s~e is caught in.
· Watchiµg Goldberg fight off
K.G.B. agents, and a paper

.-------~--------

Whoopie Goldberg (left)
Jumpin' Jack Flash a hit.

General Pub.lie

· ·Dave Wakeling and the amiable · state~entby the band, although,
.~anking Roger handling ·vocaJ ae:-:tording to Ranking Roger,
IRS Records
and percussion cho.re~. Also · jt:couldjust as weil be about sex . .
returning from the first album .- · ·Catthy if ilot repetitive with
By Arthur Liiie ·
· art Micky Billingham on key- a playful Motown sound des. _,Hand to Mouth, the second . boards, formerly of that abom- cribes "Murder" while "Cheque
album by the Anglo-American inable ensemble Dexy's Mid- in the Past" is the real rocker
sensation General Public, is an· night Ruri'rters and tl:ie b'e at of the album.
"In Conversation" i's a powenjoyably listenable and dance- steady basS'istHorace ·Panter,
able affair. The main emphasis formerly in the now defunct two er fully ominous song and is
is· on the beat, which is heavy, tone band, The Specials. The what. Hall and Oates would
w"ith a heavy nod going to the band f ea t"t:i res .two new sound like if they ·had any guts.
dance floor crowd. It a-pp~ars m~mbers, -,the · sibl.Jng duo .of ; The s~ngle .'iToo Much or
a much safer, easy going album · Gianni and Marfo M-icar:di 'on · · Nothing·'..'' is·, _s imply put, hard,
then the rocking del;mt ... a// the guitar and drums respectively. . danceabfe ~arid irre's istably
r.age, as the band has found a - The LP's cover is especiaHy memorable . .
The album's most enjoyable
succes,sful pa.t tern to which they striking in this dra.b artwork
period with a collage of faces song is "Forward As One." This
. ,,~ now adhe.re.
Although the band's sound performing the title's hand ·to war protest song with the slow
is very distinct; there is still mouth motion. The-music con- reggae feel features some skillful
enough variety here to make for rained withiffis just as colorful, toasting/rapping by Ranking
. .·
interesting and diverse listen- if not as diverse, as the cover's Roger and his mate Pato-.
All told, Hand to Mouth is
.
.
ing. The song topics range from collage.
a very strong album, if not a
Standouts among the album's
' the unavoidable love to money
little safe. General Public's style
and from religion to the old ten racks include "Come Again"
which is, a joyful celebration · is powerful, but a bit further n{
faithful madness.
a trek out on the limb would _
The core of the band con- with a steady dance rhythm.
tinues to be the irrepressible With its "come again, oh Jesus probably do them well. Check
duo from the English Beat, the Christ" chorus, the song might · this disc out before you can't
avoid it on the q.dio.
' fair haired vocalist ( guitarist be interpreted as· a religious

HAND TO MOUTH- .,., ,

shredding machine that she gets
her dress c~ught ' in 1~asteminisce nt .of. old -.. l Ldve Lucy"
shows. Watching her ' re:actions
was extremdy funny . .Ese,eciaUy -~ ·
funny .·was.'he·r beirig dr_agged .
t~_rough the sq.-eetsof ~~w York
behind a tow tnick) n a phone
booth, stilCtalking t0 the person '
on the other end.
Jim Belushi plays}~ siriis-teiKGB agent, who tries to c_a pt.ure
Goldberg and get'a s¢cret cod~ .
from her that she if using- to
coinmuriicate with Jack. Gold- ,
berg clobbers ·him _w itq a f,rying
pah, ancl causes !DJSsive bodily
harrn to him thrnugJ:iout the
film. If he's the new Soviet
super-sleuth the KGB ci_s in "
trouble. Belushi puts in a good
performance as a bumbling
computf:r repairm_an gone as.
.
tray. :. · .,.
· The -smindtrack to the film
is fabulous / almost worth the
pric.~ of adini·s sion._'Watching ·
Gold:b~'rg \ip sync to The Su- ·
preqies-_aqd Thdlq1ling Stones
is_<:!~ceptibn~.Hy fuhriy. It was
like,_.walking irr c,m·sotn~one and
finding them lipsync-ing in
front of the mirror in their
:
underpants.
"Jumpin' Jack Flash' 'is an .·'
adven,ture in comedy that is
worth seeing. It's a gas,-gas, gas.
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. (continued from page 3)
The week -will come to ·a
' -climax on Thursday; said Norton, at the MUB with the Now
Sound Express. Admission is
free, and so 'are the non- alcoholic drinks which, ;will be
served. Door prizes will be given
to students at random.
'· .
The t·h eme for the .e vening
will be half anr! half;' she said.
This calls for students to dress
, half i~ a formal fashiof and half ·
casual.
.
.
Norton reminded student~
her committee meet}ngs are at
6 p.m each Wednesday in the
Notch room of the MUB. She
said each me·e ting will be de- .
voted to discussing the alcohol
. policy and s.he urged student
attendance. .
• Student Body. Vice President Barbara ·Cerreta said she
and .Student Body President Jay
Ablondi will be meeting with
President Gordon Haaland to
discuss ten points which will
make UNH the best sm~dl
public university in the East .
· ·•Gary Hart and Jim Demers
will be meeting in the Strafford
Room of the MUB on Oct. 17,
said Student for the University
Chairperson Elizabeth Gibbs.
•warner Jones, Student Activity Fee Council Chairperson,
said REM tickets are on sale at
the ticket office of the ,MUB.
The tickets are $12 for ·students
and $15 dollars for the general
public.
-~ Jones said in the upcoming
weeks each of the student organizations will be brought.
before the senate to _seek appro- .
val of their guidelines for the
87-88 school year. Jones said any
student who was interested in
finding out about an organization in detait should attend these
meetings.
.
.
• Peter Patterson, Direct9r
of Health Services, addressed
the senate in response to crit;
·i<lsm from several senators over
the quality of health care at
Hood House.
He said the health services,
like the dining services, rarely
,received _a nything but criticism
but much of-it was unwarranted.
He asked students w compare
Hood House to service they will
come across later in life, before
passing judgement. .
1
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$ingle Room Avail. Jan 1-May 31 $145/mq:: '
Newmark~t on K-~ar:1: Ca ll collect: Eli?abeth ·
c,1! 202 -2f4~_,3·3;24. and leave n?,m"e and.
number
ROOMATE NEEDED.3 bedroom carri age~ house, 1 mile from camp us·, big li vi ng room ;j
cf1irepl acq,, bJij ta,,rd !li,225._/ month .& wtilities._·
ya ll P?u:·I atil-8B!3-i 6~-70,petweeri 2<0-G pm:

Johnn y L. Jeepe rs Crow. Look who's 21.
Let's take Woody out to meet some girls
Hold on for the weekE:[)d!'·~Gunci~\ : ',,'
Benjamin's offers a Late Night Men u Friday

!~gg_ pm Keep trying.

!er/ Tran sfe r Center,: w ~.d~~sd,ws. 11 _ ;- 1?.
appo intments Ghly; 12-1'.30 -pm Dro p In!
Laugh your head off at Comedy Night every

and Saturday. night s until 1 :30 am. Sto~
by and ·sati sfy those late night cravings ·
Commutersl The Uni versity Advlsihg e'en .:
ter ha s office hours in the Comniu-

DESPERATELY SEEKING BOB-we did
WANTED: KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISHEY CH IEF LITTLE CR.l\CKER-- Home I Open Rush starts Tues, October
"it" in the str.eets at .UVM, let's do it again.
TERS _
coming was a blast! Thanks for the paint
_4 , 8 -_10 pm. ::Everyone Welcome !' Next .: ·How about Brown, Dartmouth, Boston, or
1
on the face and the Swisher Swe et . Citt
th e University of Ganda, perhaps? Hey
girls are sti ll better than country hicks, but · · Open Rush Thursday, October 16 , 8-1 e
babes ~let's road trip sometime! The Calpm. Come and Have a Blast!
you're a doll no matter what!
ic_ks_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _~ - -_h_
C
_
after
ride
the
tor
Pike-Thanks
from
Grant
,
.fa.,~omp_u,~~r
u
yo;;
h
.wit_
_ : A LA_srnIL He lp
· pT9.p leJi\$ , Both .hardware an·d -sottw.are : .. ·trie garn ~. ·s orr y_ w~_miss ed /ti.~r party:, ·.·•· H:H.-FiAPPY BIRTHDAY!I Glad to be 21
. .:"::0,'.fl na lly? Well,, just don 't ~go too crazy!! But
CalHhe DISCovery C_g mputing Consultanf '. fv1aybe h.eXMime! Ari•~~a~d Laur.~ ,_·
with your luck you will ;have a exam the
.. i:r~nsfers-Want to know more ab,out pre862~3665
next dai Please don't swallow any more
HEY DENISE p HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! LOVE · registration? Corne to an•.infor.r:nc;1tion .
meeting October 23, 12:30-2 · pm:· B-efk'iia'p - pledge pins!! See:.Ja! Hqw were th e X-rays?
'. '. ELIZABETH. J Ml$S YOU!! 130 10th St. SE
'A;-!~)~ - - - - - - - -- - H_A_Vi~
_
·.c;:,,.. '"'" ,<>~~~
·
Room , MUB
Washington DC 2000_5
~

0

0

HEY GI N,t>JIE &. SUSAN - WHAT '$ UP ?
WRITE!! _130 1Oth St. S.E Washingto~, DC
20005 LQVE'El'iz, Fashion Police lnsp.

Start your weekend off wit,h.a.:g·eocf meal ~ Good ·looking wrestl,er looking for a beautiful
woman to -give him a'tiac.krub for his aches
at Benjamins. Enjoy our Fr iday Lunch
· - - · ~1~o~"itin,s)?_lease 'ea ll 2 - 4 7 0 7 ask for
~.uttet. 11 am-2 pm

Be r;iart of the madness! Free nightclub
Ado'ption: We,'re_a. jovJng, happily marrjed
ji0 S. Glad_.thafyou and Marvin are going·
eouple, ac.ade"mic physicial') :·and psychol- . ·admission. Roundtrip transp 6rtation,
to Montr.e aHhtqiightclcubs wi'II never be ·
ageist. •Eager to adopt white ·newb0rn. ' $99/quad. Goto Montreal, Nov 1_4-16, Elix,
th_e_s_a_
s~-- - ~ - -- - m_e_a_f.t_e_r_·u..,.,
_
,,
721 Stoke
. Contidef)\ia l. Ca ll co llect 21'2-72*7942
-,1 973 VW Bug. Rebui lt engine and new,,.
I Presents: Moritreal
Ln,,TraY.e,
Adventures
in.."·Mo.ntreal!
you
see
I'll
say
Rick-Please
you
Say hi to your roommate, the person
·
s ex ~.Gj l~[)t~re liab le.r this week. Love M&M ': ..
f xHaust ;9/,,8 ~ Ffo~_
Madness 1986 ..$99/ quad $5 .00 security
It's on ly. $99, and we'll have a blast! C''mQn ,
Jyl ust sel1I! $4:i:;·ei. 0r B.0 .-436-84 13 eves', DSS #6- Hi there sweeth~.a~H D~ you ·m-iss . . met Saturday night, or sell the scrap heap
deposit, due Oct. 20 - See Eliz, Stoke 721 ·
Go! Eliz
in your backyard. It's easy and outrageously
.
me yet? ?? Well I miss you TONS!!I How862-2440 days
Hi Hon! Never thought you'd see one of
Montref!I
Stoke 8 -Death Punch was fun-but
cheap in THE NEW HAMPSHIRE c lasever, I just can't have y ou disrupting my
?yw Scirroco 1982, Red, 5 sp·d, AM/FM}
these eh? I never see you, but I still love
Stoke-only
,
Eliz
See
better!
be
will
oµt
Fill
less.
or
words
20
for
.00
$1
sifieds.
isn't
(This
rsday!
Thu
you
See
studying.
721
Cali"
'.t assette, AC, 69K _f;Aint Cond . $5200.
youl I've had enough of this teasing-I want
$99 /quad
a form in Room 108, basemeRt of the MUB
! too queer is it?) ... PBT
,,, .:·
:Exe,Je.r':n s; ~g63 ) ·,/ - ;:
reach 10,000 people for OR l,y, ~1.00!! .·., : __ Uf,J_H! Be par( ot, the miadn·ess! Come to , my '' crinkly fry! " I holiJe you und.erstand
and
to
scheming
are
and
Warner
Meghan
I
~ ordica 'sz.1 1 Comp~tiiion ski boots .'
wanf you to k_now
my moods lately. I just
,lY
• d I 1·,•.,, · ·, ·IIi-y , ' Lll 1
g e't y'o_u. ba c.,k_l ,W_. hen-:you_lea_s_ t,, e"xp' e_c'_t :_ . If you, a_re forced _!_◊- ha_ Yf), s_e ~. s_ex,ua'l_
th t 11
Montreal and party with_WorcesJer $late!
,
bf the line in '83 , Excellent Cond , $100 :'.;
a ...QV!( you an a,vva_xs _wi · · qut! l1on. ·
· ·' · · · · · -- ·", · ·,
"'etter· be ·n1·c· e'·1o 'yo·u··r:" b·os·s·, - :,a'ssa· ul.t.ed ·, o.r__ / ape' d·. and. w·o'·u"l"d,. like !.o_1a··1·k
expec' t ,__·1tl.. Yo•-•
See Eliz, 721 Stol:<e,-!}62-4_!:i'~f
.
Ladies Alpina Sz.9 boots, n·l'ee cond, goodj
., v
-0.Q!E ~-R~y rag! Gimme.· the\ ysot~a~g"f;The
, _,,. · - ,
·"
.. . ' !"© a-~wornan who has been trained 't o help
he -just Sl'f-i ighf1ire you!!
iht~_rme<;Jiate/1;/eginn.e tboqt $40 GalJ~xe,te.r
Terry from ~AE-Worn any Slraw tia{~.r~Y~i? ,,, QDU plane leaves In 10 minute&.,fWho we
in those' ~ituatioris. Call 862 , 1212 day or
778-9663
1
DON,'T LET ANYO ,t-JE :ELSE WE~~ "' ''. ! \ -,~~J)gin' tonite'7. G0ldeRBoy·s in 2~8 and
Tim B. Thanks tor dinner Fri. [l ight . I had - night and ask tor a -rape crisis counselor.
2 Roundtrip bus tickets anywhere Trailways
·e over to RESUMES-First impressions count. Make Hows geography? Rem.ember us . An.n ~,~ f l'.ATE! Nuke California. Hey CLIC~A you
a blast! I'm glad you brought m
nd
g9~_s. ~.9odl ttirough 2/o11 /87. $190 or Best
Lambda even though I didn't party. Sorry,
• ·· iick of me or what? Love THE SAC!(;\,
a · Laura
a great presentation at yourrieft interview.
( :, -·<: '
,offer. 6'59-6'8~5 '~fter 6
but (did have fun watching all of you. This
KAPPA' SIGMA LITTLE SI ST.ER OPEN } : ~ANDRA~(;:aA't -r~sist-yqur littlJ -bug.,f~nk~
CalJ Teresa at your MclntQs_h Personnel
weekend will be different. You'll be over
Washing Ma-chine For Sale . No more
RUSH-Tues, Oct. 14 , 8 ~1Oat Kappa ·Si~ma. · fo.r Bioc_tlen:J'help . You1J_L"be my' boss· but
742.-8325.
: ·can we do brunch?, XOB _' _,
to party, right? (ha, ha). Thanks again, Tim.
Next Open Rush Thurs, Oct. 16. Com~ and
crowded lau_ndrymats! No need fo( quarT;,\NIQUE TANNING CENTER IS LOOK,
, • i _- , . -. . .
·. . :
Lisa
have some fun!
ters! ~ood, corid itjon. $75 or BO C_all Sandy
th
·ING FOR PEOPLE WHQ WANT fO TAN
WANTED : KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE ·SIS- ' CAREBEAR--:-I LUV. Y,U, -Seize e day: Oh
659-7413. '.'' ·' -: .
quad.
/
$99
14-16
Nov.
Madness!.
Montreal
.
....
.Otis!! Everyn9dy f~ v~:~:<?:t,is! LUNCH- AT
' ..
.. ·:· ·
_,
_
FREE!! FOR DETAILS CALL OR COME IN! ·
Rush starts Tue~,Oc~oti_e r .•· >LIZARD'S?,'? Brandybear -• . ,
n - . Contact Eliz. Stoke 721 862-4582 : Party '4;31 ~t 04f
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Everyone we•I¢9rn,e! Next'; " :_ ·
14, 8'-10
with Worcest·er S~a,te.. Be part of the
d1t1on. Automatic. pb/ps, am/tm, new front
SKI ERs:..'...::·1·ha~e a brand new,pair of Tyrollia
Open Rush Thursday, Cfctober 16, 8.~yo :\ ;ft ;l~n ~J~. se?, 1~~.Jpotb_aJI :: ~l~yer, ·se_eks
madness.
!'ires &, shocks, new radiator . $2500 firm .
·39~D -· bihc;iir:igs ·s1ill in the box. These ar~
compan.1onst:i1p'.:ff9_rn. ci; ~pr,i_~loy1r:ig woman.
·..
pm. co.me arid Have a Blast!
862-2095 _b~f9re '4 p.m.
$120' bindings. make me an offer. _I'm tired
Hey Cal-Chicks Kristin and Boobage~~~I Chris ~t 86 ~-3 l?,~ ~~}~i~ by_u~_c _Apt.
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o.n~
this
figure
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o
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ofthem ·being in my room. Chris a.t 868Quest iori': What is .ai;i lnfluence·?,Aoswer:
lfampshire
New
The
in
secrets
Thi:;re·are:no
good tires, very well maintained, 88K, $2500
1290.
T. is {b~d one an'd !et's be under;. the ... I'II
Dear sexy ) ndiv·i~L!al, y~u :better :V{atch out
no matter h·0w c'ryptic! 'Just cht;i(?king ro
or;Bb 778~~522, leave message. ,. ' '
.
. .
instig at,e -if yo1/r.e.wi!ling fo li:>s~ ,'9ontrol' ,
even the zookee°per wit'! be
'cause
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, .
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-~et Sat~rday nigh~, or sel.I the scrap heap
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HI MIKE C.. LAUFjA
litetime: guar~ntee·: $1 :so ea, $f3 .50/ten :·,
,~ ~IW'P;At~$ ,,,(3M:A~ l'-TT;t;E ~·s-rsTi:R'OPEN
..
·.
.
...
~v.·e~·"j.nyour ~:ackyarcil. It_s easy ~nd outr1ge_o~ly
i~ 'of~Re'ttJ's- grapefr.Liil ''J
Rey' 3G Christensen, HI! Remember'me? : RUSH-Tue~ Oct. {4 8: 10,at Kappa Sigma.
c_h:eap in THE NEW H.AMPSHIRE _clasacross the street could
walking
just
thought
·
03801-7073
NH
PQ Box 5423 Portsmouth,
Next Open RushTh~rs, Oct. 16. Come and ,
Sorry I haven't been over to visit! I'll ,be
s1f1eds._$1 .00 for 20 words or less. Fill out
be so fun! I don't ever want to stop this ride .
have·some tun! ·
FQR ~AL~: R6undfrip ~irline fickets' frnm
by soon. Love Laura
a form 1n Room 108, basement of the MUB
.You give me mega utils. Love you 2! Take
--------------Boston to Ph(ladelphia tor Thanksgiving_ me home tonight Tand reach 10,000 people for only $1.00!!
a break this week .for -a holy hour
Take
D ra k ie - About the hassles I've caused
· Break. '$i 5b :dr' 6est ofter. Call ·Su·e at 868Montreal Madness! · Nov 14-16 $99 / quad.
( omorrow night, .Oct 14th at 6 pm in the
buns XOEL
sorry
l'm
...
say
I
can
what
...
you
~re you a commuter? Are you a freshman?
606if, .
Contact Eliz, Stoke 721 862-4582 . Party
You're invited to a pre-registration inforHow do I get involved? Come to room 1S Chapel of"the Catholic Studen~ Center
1h
Hon&ia'Eivtd' 1200 Gr~at Ra:nni'rfg;"
1
of the Catholic Student Center Wednesday ~••••••••••~•••••.• ••• ••••••• •• ·.~~•
wi! h WorceS!er Slate. Be part of · e
mation ses·sion . October 23, 12:30-2 pm,
madness.
Cond1!i6n whli'e, 4 speed stanaard 95;000
•
at 7:00 pm. See you there!
Belknap Room, MUB
rrilles ; Fo"r more· intorrnat'ioll ca:11 Conriie;
3 tevt in R~ 111: Get a CLUE .. Wrap it before
Where have you been on Wednesday :
1st to 3rd grade
for
Party
Halloween
868-6151
t,.
nights? I've been going to tr~-_C1:1tholic :
,
.
students. Come h_ayej un an~ run ga,~ _es. , you ree;~ IL . ,
·;.
;;, i:'}'L-;:-,: ;. . ; \".~
Student Organization meetfrig $;_,ar ft, e:.··
Sign up in the1Cat·h6li c:-:Stude'r;i,f ·efenter \, A0.khe lle-gre/you going to be part of the
•
.
Catholic Student Center
madness in Montreal? Don'tforget-deposit
.
Lobby.
LOST AND FOUNU
·
o
s
in b~1 Oct. 20
.
.,; .
What does the Catholic tudent rgan.:
--'--- -- - - - - - - ~ -Transfers-confused about predo?Well they have prayer, activities, : .tn izafion
.
Nov
WEEKEND!
MADNESS
MONTREAL
·
.
ihtor'rha'fiorf
fo,-an
om·e··
·y
istration?
reg
e
REW.AR _D: $5G for lost pair of tortois
et new ~eople. Anyone can :
chan~e-to me_
14, 15, 16. $30 deposit due to El(z,721 Stoke
meeting October 23, 1·2:30-2 pm , Belknap'
glasses / leather holder. Cal l Steven ~rns. ' -~
' ' '
come) . by Oct.10. Check§ to AIT
,
Room, MUB
cott Hall Hou_~e: 113, 4426 ·
Wednesday night i-;t E}ertjamin s, 9·-PM
Hey Annie M... Let's ggt tciget,her so_rnetir:r.ie
and have dinner at rn,y new'fi'l:imes te ad,·-'·
I miss ya, and just chattin' . I will s: all ·you
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., "THEFAR 'SIDE .

By GARY LARSON
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Cannondale Reg SALE:·
p·· St· R $40
$29 ": ,
npe- eg ,
Cofot Stripe ( $49
$29 -~
Giodana . ' . $38
$27
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DO~.'TVYORRY,
WEfLLGET
YOU DIPPED!

$3_9.9~
.}Cyc/jng Jarkets~
25% ,'off

·Monark
· Cresent Home Cycle BBB

From Bob·, Mike
&Ales ·
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• H~oded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts. · 9olf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

'

603/431-8319
3131 Lafayette Road I Rt e 1 J

•

Port,smouth . N .H

,...
,,,

'868-5634

Plus Hundreds of Spedalty Advertising Items

In -House ~rt Dept

.•

Durham Bike

/<r,,<..;

_T-Shirts

' "Well, whatta know, boys. All this time
Mr. Tough Dog here was'just wearing one
of these fake-a-snarl contraptions."
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Monday - Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-12
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We all have times whery life brings us.
We feel sad, ·
We feel mad,

,:
ATTENTION NEW HAMPSHIRE ._ . _- l-:STUDENTSI .
. ·· ;I

• or angry, frossed,
depressed orperplexed... .
And we don't know where to turn .. .

The CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH -CAREER -SEARCH
, :I .
: WORKSHOP is comiag to your camp_
us
.
11
-I this semester a.s part of a 90 campus tour. 1
. 1 This presentation is o 'p en ·_ to at-I majors
1
f
1 and is absolutely freer
1
Thi-s special event is presented by the -staff
of BUSINESS WEEK CAREERS magazine and
will provide you with all the.-basic tools - necessary to begin your job search
including:
.
._
. ·1
*How to Decide Which Career·Is For You :
*How to Write a Resume .- *Interview Techniques .
*Career Dressing
PLUS, you· receive a C.a reer Search Work-- 1- book, a Resume Guide and MUCH morel
1 Don't _
miss itl 1

And only if we could talk to someone . .
· Someone who listens,
someone who cares.
someone our own age who can relate ·
to the problems that affect us all
from time t·o time ...
· Well _w9u/:dn't you· know?
Help is just a phone call away.

/'
Eve~11

_eve~~~~ {~°'"""'
~

6

-

g62-22q5
~u11~~~~NH
1-goo~<;g2_
-,341

,we ~•. .,we ~--·. _
.
Joooooooooooo~ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooo~ooooo~
.
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:TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14
_WEDNESDAY, OCTO·BER 8
14:00 McConnell Room 208 4:00 MUB Carrol_l -Room ·;
_:Business Students
Non-traditional students,
:1:00 MUB Carroll Room
7:00 Horton ~oc.
~. · :
1Engineering Students _
Sc1_enceB~d. :
1
Libera
I
Arts
Students
1
1
I

! CONTACTFOR
YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE . I .
MORE DETAILSI · .. _: - _ f:

~----------------------------------~~
.1
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·ACHIEVEMENf.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
AT&T PC 6300 LIMITED OFFE·R -

Aspecial inventory of AT&T PC 6300's Mod_el CPU2 (Dual Floppy) equipped with 256K of
RAM are being made available for sale to Educational Institutions at a one-time special price
of $1,268.00.
·

The PC 6300 Processors are expandabl-3 to 640K RAM, and include a monochrome monitor
and keyboard (128K socketed , 128K soldered RAM) and MS/Dos·3.1. ,
,

There are only a limited amount of these units available, and the orders will be processed on
a first come first serve basis.
·

As you might expect, these units will not last very long. So act, now while supplies last.
Any questions, please call Jane Parker -at 603-644-2049.
,,

•

-

•

•

•

STUDENT NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ STUDENT ID _ _ _ _ __
SHIP TO: STREET-~ - -- - - ' - - - ' - - - - -- - - ~
CITY - - - - - " - -- - - STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __
TELEPHONE(_

) _ _ __

PLEASE ENTER MY, ORDER FOR THE FOLLOWING: _

· There are many ways ·
to acknowledge it ...

Selectyoursat:

one lasts a lifetime.Your College Class Ring-.
from 6atfour!
•T he MUB

Thurs & Fri Oct. 16 & 17
10 am to 3 pm

Thurs & Fri Nov 13 & 14
$20-deposit required

iOJBalfour. No one remembers in so mani ~s.

Quantity (

)-SPECIAL PACKAGE-PC-6300 CPU 2(3703-E21), MONITOR (37313),
KEYBOARD (37301) MS/DOS GW BASIC (1021-09).
TOTAL PRICE

Mail

fo:

$1,268.00 (if!cl115!es shipping)

AT&T
4 Bedford Farms
Bedford, NH 03102
I...

ATTN: M. Chatfield,

NOTE: A certified check or _~ oney order payable to AT&T must ac90,:npany this order.

I
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The men's cross-country t€am hosted a meet with Maine Friday.(Stu Evans photo)

Black Bears beat feet, UNH
By Rich Finnegan
The women's cross country Rutgers everyone was tired and and 19:24 respectively.
One can understand the enteam dropped a tough 20-37 loss hurt but now we're on the"'
thusiasm despite the loss. Kerto the Black Bears of Maine. But comeback trail."
· Freshman Dawn Enterlain rins finished 48 seconds faster
coach Nancy Kreuger was very
excited with the indiv·idual who has had a terrific season than she had in the season
performances of her girls (2 also docked a personal r~cord opener against Holy Cross while ·
_personal records) and feels the of 18:34, good for fith overall. ·Enterlain trimmed 46 seconds
team is right on track for the Enterlain was tlie girl's top off her top mark. The girls are
upcoming New England State finisher at the Holy Cross meet healthy and running well but
Championships on November and was second to Kerrins at will be tested next Friday when
1. both the Dartmcut.h and they battle Conne.cticut and
UMaine took the top two Rutgers invites. Only a fresh- Providence on the road next
.
..
spots as the Bear's Helen Dawe man Enterlain should be a force Friday;
In o'ther notes senior Patti
finished the cou-rse in 18 min- over the next few years. Cindy
utes and nine seconds to take Difrancesco ended up in the Martin, ranked third in New
the overall title. Co~captain eighth spot, running a 19:05. England last year, will be racing
Jeanne Kerrins ran a dynamite The sophomore had been ·next week after a successful
· race and took third while record- nagged by 'injuries earlier but recovery from off-se·ason
shoulder surgery. Martin has
ing a blistering personal _p est looked v~rY, gooq ~riday.
·co-captam Mo Connors· and been biking and swimmfog and
of 18:20. Kerrins was excited
about her performance as well ,. . another exceptional freshman, though she won't be a strong
as the· team's ·overall. She com- Tammy Toselli, ended up tenth as us·ual she will definitely give
mented that, "Last week at and eleventh with times of 19: 14 the girls. a boost.

- - - - - - - C O M E-B A C K - - - - - <condnued from page 24)
a repeat performance. Little did
the large homecoming crowd
realize that UNH kicker Eric
Facey .would be the only source

-OVERJIME-

of offense for both r'eams in the
second half. ·
The Wildcats moved the ball
fairly well on the first drive of
the half. After gaining _5.4 yards
_in ten plays, the Wildcats
brought the balLto the Leopard
8-:,yard line where Facey COJ)nect- ,
ed on a 25-yard chip shot to give
UNH its first lead, 17-16. The
defense shut the Leopard offense down for the rest of the
quarter and UNH clung tightly
to a one point lead.
· After a pass from Jean to
Farrell was broken t1p on a third
and goal, Facey again booted a
three-pointe·r. This one was
from only 22 yards and made
the score 20-16. Junior safety
Eric Thompson added to liis

team leading interception total
by snaring two more, which
help~d bottle up the rnugh
victory. · UMass, the last unbeaten
team in the conference, relinquished that distinction when
crushed by Delaware, 41-13.
Because · UNH beat Delaware
earlier, we now hold technical
possession of first place.

<conrinued from page 24)
not capitalize on it."
Dave Barlow started the g~me
in nets for the Wildcats and
remained there for the.first half.
For the second week in a row,.
Chris Jay guarded the twine for
Norm Ford earned Yankee
the second half. Both goaltendConference Rookie of the Week
ers were called upon to make
honors·. Ford had 105 yards ·on
a total of nine saves. UVM
29 carries. Curtis Olds received
goalie Jim St. Andre faced only
honorable mention in the ofeight Wildcat shots.
fens1ye category, while free
, Th~ most frustrating part of
safety Eric Thompson gained
the game was that the UNH
defensive honorable mention.
offense hit the posts and crossbar an unheard of total of six
times. Coach Garber stated,
"The opportunities are there
for us, but we just have to g_et "'
more accurate and put the ball
iri the net."
The backbreaker came for
UNH at 2:56 of overtime, when
the Catamount's Mark Smith
connected with a loose ball after
a scramble in front, and graciously blasted it by Jay for ·rhe
1-0 victory for UVM.
UNH had a final chance to
tie the game with just one minute left in the second overtime, but a breakaway was
stopped and · the· game was
·
sealed for Vermont.
The Wildcats hit the road
. again tomorrow ·for a game
agains't the Dartmouth Big
Green· up in Ha9over; New Tailback.Norm Ford tumbles into the_endzone for a touchdown
Hampshire. Game time is 3:30.
earlier this season. !Mark DesRochers file photo)
\

·

Cross-country men
mangle Maine
.

-

_,.

By Rich Finnegan
n~ better evidence than when
The men's cross country team the 'Cats had S'ix straight finended it_s dual meet season on ishers, three with the exact same
a high note with a 28-.31 victory time. Bill Scully, Scott Rhodes,
over rival Maine. The win gave and his brother Brian all got
the Wildcats a 6-5 record, a truly personal records with the time
outstanding mark considering of 26:33. The highlight was
the level of competition faced. Brian .Rhodes 'w-ho trimmed
With seven runners achieving · almost a full minute off his
personal records on the 4·_9 mile-:- previous best of 27:28. Rob
cour s e the team should have Klemme, who finished ninth
plenty of momentum going into over'all, also trimmed close to
the Eastern Championships a minute off his previous personal best, 27:31, with a time
next week.
The weather was cool with . of 26:39.
Co-captian Rhodes was ex~·_
temperatures in the forties. Cocaptain Scott Rhodes called it cited by the performances of hi-s
"a perfect day to run." And run brother Brian and Klemme as
they did, as Majne -finished first he pointed out '.'after this week
and second while the 'Cats took we found .two more _guys who
are running close to the front
eight of the next nine spots.
Peter Hammer led the way to give us seven instead of five.
and finished third overall with Seven solid runners, side by side,
a time of 26 minutes and 12 pushi.ng each other along."
seconds. The junior has been Rhodes · feels this will make
progressing each meet. He took them tough at Easterns where
sixth on the tea,m in. .,the season they should continue to do well.
opener and has since improved Rhodes also mentioned that
"-the. team has never had a
to fourth, third, and now first.
Freshman Randy Hall took different number one runner
fourth place · with a time 9f every meet which reflects the .
26:21. Hall has been-Mr. Con- tightness of their grouping and
sistency this year and hasn't how any guy can push us all
·· ·
finished lower than third on the· aJong."
Tim McNamara and Jim
team. Teammates have learned
. why they can count on him. Mackenzie finished tenth and
With three years ahead of him eleventh with times of 26:48
Hall should be quite a force in • and 27 :03 respectively.
the future. ·
With the.end of the dual meet
Coach Jim Boulanger pointed . season the men will take their
out that "gr_o uping and pack 6-5 record to Easterns next
running is still the key to cross- week, followed by New Engcountry success," and there was land's the week after.

Tennis women
wring Ra~s' horns
..
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By Stephen Skobeleff
~ble to pull out 6-1, 6-0 triOverpowering wins are no- . umphs. Both these women did
thing new to the women's tennis just that at URI with Siobhan
team this season. Just go and .O'Brien suffering the · expeask the squads from Maine or rience ag,a inst Walsh and An- .
Bowaoin. Therefore the blank- drea Cress feeling it from
ing of URI last Saturday couldn't Lerner.
have come as a complete shock.
UNH's number six singles
· Durham folks have known pl.ayer, Ami Brodsky, imitated
about these capabifaies for quite Walsh's and Lerner's fears· by
a while.
-frustrating opponent Lee PeeTake Ami Walsh and Liz bles by the same score. Jen
Lerner for instance. Everyone Radden evened up her singles
of the team's followers know record at 5-5 for the year by
that these two are more 'than baffling URI's -Paula Kasior 60, 6-1.
At the number three singles.
(continued from page 24) -. · spot UNH's Deb Rinaldi sailed
to a-6-4, 6-2 victory over Melissa
defenders, walked right through Wragg: Finally nu.mber fi_ve
the middle and shot at goaltend- Laura Hebert made her singles
er Bonnie Mitchell with no luck. debut a pleasant one with a 6- .
This type of play continued for 3, 6-4 romp over Janet Brandes
most of the .half. UNH was from URI.
· doing the right ·things, but with.
In doubles matches it was
· more of the same. Louise Martin
·
ho rewards. ·
As time dwindled down, the · and Stacey Murgo overwhelmed
Wildcats had one last oppor- Wragg and Kosior 6-2, 6-3.
tunity on a first kick by Ellen Brandes and Cress were exterWeinberg. No connections were minated by the Wildcat duo of
made on the play thoug}:l, and Kathy Greland and Deb RothUNH h~d to soak up the defeat. stein 6-1, 6-4. And to complete
The loss was its first at }:iome the shutout Siobhan O'Brien and
this season.
Jill Brown· fell to UNH racketBrimblecom and senior Sarah eers Jane Stewart and Laura
Stokes hustled their socks off Azevedo 6-2, 6-4. · ·
for UNH. Pierce, along with her
URI was the second team in ·
solid performance in midfield, the. Rnode Island area that •
doubled . as the teams head UNH met up with in. the past ·
cheerleader, raging her team week. Last Monday the girls
on. The 'Cats played well def- took a Providence punishment .
eqsively also, . an area handi- which made the thrashing over
capped by the absense of Jackie the Rams that· much more
· Neff, who sat the game out.
clutch, co~sidering how well
In eight games this season, they came back from the earlier
the Wildcats have either shut beating.
__
_
. their opponents out or been shut
The URI conquest set Coach
out. We'll s·ee if -that trend McCurdy's crew's record at 6continues .on Wednesday, as 4. Their next chance to improve
UNH travels fo Provic;lence .for upon this mark comes today
a match with the Friars.
against·Northeastern at 1:00.

-W.SOCCE.R-
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Wildcats Claw back in 2nd half, _win .2 0-16
By Rick Kampersal

intercepting sophomore quarterback Clayton Evans pass to
It has happened six straight junior Jim Johnson. Larsen
Saturdays n~w. If' you are a returned it 14 yards to the
UNH fan, -don't even .bother Lafayette 39.Jean threw four
watching the first quarter. Just straight .incompletions, the final
pay attention during the second, one.coming on a fourth and ten
quarter and the second half and
The L'eopards then got fancy.
you will be satisfled. UNH ·senior halfback sensation Bruce
overcame a 14-0 fir:st quarter - McIntyre (an off day: 19 carries
deficit to defe·a t a respectable for o'nly 58 y~rds)".took an Evans
Lafayette team, 20-16, Saturday · handoff for a 20-yard jaunt
at Fisher Field in Easton, PA.
which set 11p a neat play from
Head coach Bill Bowes and the Wildcat 26. Evans lateralled
staff were scratching-their heads · the ball to junior flanker Phillip
in the first quarter as Lafayette Ng, who passed deep to Jim
capitalized on three Bobby Jean Johnson for a gain of 21 yards
interceptions.Jean's first miscue that caught the UNH defense
snuffed out a promising drive by surprise. McIntyre took a
on the first series of_ the game. · pitch from Evans and crossed
On a third and seven from the the goal line to bre.ak ·the
Wildcat 35-yard line, Jean spot- deadlock and put the Leopards
ted s-ophomore Bill Farrell ( 4 on the board. Renzi added the
catches for 52 yards, 1 TD) for extra point for a 7-0· lead.
a handy 26-yard gain which
Jean wasn't through with the
brought the ball to the Leopard-· interceptions just yet. He threw
39. However, on a third and his third one (which equalled,
seven, ag~in from the-Lafayette the number he had completed ·
14, Jean's pass intended for to h,is own teammates) on a
Farrell was intercept_ed in the second and ten from his own
end zone by Junior f ~ee safety 20. Again· the culprit was Yanek
.Daves. MacPhee; The Leopards who, after returning the ball for
pushed the ball down to the five yards, was face-masked. The
UNH 25 where senior placek- - Leopards took over at the UNH
icker Mike Renzi unsuccessfully 43. Evans completed passes to
attempted a 42-yard field goal.
Ng ( 18 yds) Johnson (13 and
The Jean Follies continued 9 yds) and then kept the ball and
on the very next drive as a deep; - swept :into the end zone around
pass ·intended for Farrell was . the right side for ariother touch-picked off by senior cornerback down. The score stood at 14-.0
Joe .Yanek. The Leopards took ·'after Rem;i's kick.
over _at t-heir 42~yard line. UNH
Over on the Wildcat sidelines,
defensive back Wayne Larsen ·coach Bowes remained 'confireturned the favor, ho'\Vever, den.~. "I knew we were going to

,Senior defensive end Ilia Jarostchuk smothers a running back while Scott Curtis (92) readies -~for a hit (Mark OesRochers file photo)
.
.
.
.
· ,p .
d Olcls.'· ._
mote the ball eventually. We've
At this point, it looked like ba_sse~ -to h a~rf d an
hs,
1
done it all year. It was a matter the Wildcat ·offense was waking · Lrrngrn3 t_ e a d twn toh t e
of us catching the ball and Bobby up. Lafayette downed a Joe
heopadTd' t~en-ya_r rnde, w, tere
throwing to the right receivers." Genduso punt on the W'ildcat bt eksud . e dy animllatfe quar ehr·
4 -yar d 1·me. Th.1s set t h e stage d ac n 11e -·k.
arre hor --a toucl6 . 1.ldcats f'irst possess10n
0 n t h_e W
of the second quarter,Jean made for a large defensive play by
ownh~ashs,_ mha /n~t t te scdoret th14. w te is ow t s oo a . e.
. coach Ioo k l'k
. 0 n Jun10r
. . . 1·me b ack er H orace. D av1s.
.
1 e a genms.
h 1s
h If
·
first and ten from the Lafayette Davis penetrated the UNH
a0-·
Id , h 1 b t' th. k
. c·urt1s
. Old s (8 b ac kf.1e Id an d sac k e d a h e IP Ies f- hne cou uc·
n t e PI ud t Irn t
14 , Jean_ h 1t
14
·
· ·
·
19
f
f
o
t
e
onn ea a as
catches for 122 yds) for a Jean m the end zone or a sa ety
k' h - k.
dh
f
tbuchdown that cut the deficit which brought the score to 16- .wee s s e11ac mg ap ope or -,
to 7 points. Eric Facey connected- 7. But UNH fought back.
orl the extra point.
Jean completed a series of COMEBACK, page 23
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Catafflounts break
Wildcats' hearts
By Pat Graham
If asked to catagorize Saturday's UNH-University of Vermont men's soccer game, nine
out of ten peopl~ would probably call it "heartbreaking."
UNH Coach Ted Garber's
troops dropped the1r seventh .
. Fr.om left to right, Ellen Weinberg, Beth O'Connor and Maura Naughton set a .wall to bl~ck · game of the season to the
this direct kick (Stu Evans photo} ·
,
.
. Catamounts by the score of IO in double overtime.

UConn on in 1-0
u ,N H soccer loss
·By Paul Swe,eney
"That's the way to dominate,
UNH!,'' yelled Wildcat senior
co-captain Cindy Pierce to her
teammates as they walked off
the field after the game against
the University of Connecticut
on Friday. UNH was just,
handed a 1-0 defeat by the
Huskies here in Durham.
Something may seem very'
w,r ong here, but actually Pierce's
statement holds a lot of truth.
'The Wildcats threw everything
but the kitchen sink at UConn
in the ~econd half, controlling
the pace of play. They did
everything they necessary except score a goal, so they had ·
to accept the hard to swallow
defqt .. '.fhe letdown sets th.e
team's record at 4-3-1.
Both tea.ms couldn't have
asked for a better day to boot
the half around. Entering the
contest, UNH was the fifth
ranked team in New England, , and UConn held the third slot
in New England to go along

· 1t was an evenly matched
contest with neither team outplaying the other. Coach Garber
commented, "The wind was
very strong. Whoever had the
wind at their backs had the
major advantage. Unfortunately, we had the wind during the
second half, but we just could

OVER TIME-, page 23 .

·MORNING LINE ·NOTE
lJ NH -20 ... Lafayette 16

with a tenth nati9nal ranking.
I
.
Despite it being an. away game
In a weekend filled with
for the Huskies, they had to feel
upsets, Chief Editor Dave
at home playing on the cow
\
Olson took top honrjrs with
pastures UNH uses as a field. _
UConn was a huge and physa 6-2 record. The Old Graa
ically strong team:
·
went 4-4, and is on a
Action commenced imme diately, and it was obvious the
cons~derab/e losing streak.
game would be a well played
Howie
show~d he coula
game. Connecticut held the edge
coach a. football team,
in the edarly goinhg ~s thhey
pressure UNH, ittrng t e
,
. matching coach Bill Bowes
crossbar on one occasion.
3-5 record. Yours ,truly
'TheHuskieshavean ·out~
standing player in sophomore
went 4-4, and the P~triots
Terry Koziel!. She got things
stink.
ignited with an assist on the only
goal of the game. Kozidl cruised
down the left side of the •field,
using .some dazzling footwork
·10·
to avoid a Wildcat defender. She ..._________ _._
.._ _...._.
-. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - then lay a wonderful cross net Tilden was called on to make . because her team came out
Freshman Amy1_Brimblecom
pass to teammate Linda Jackson a handful of difficult saves to r:aging in the second half. Where brightened things with a nifty
who deposited the ball into the calm UConn and keep the game in the first half the Wildcat rush at the UConn goal. Brimnet to lift UCoril\11-0.
withing reach for her team.
squad seemed reluctant in its blecom, ·a seedling - among
The husky Huskies continued
Wildcat head coach Marjorie play and shooting, they were UCoi;rn's Redwood forest of
to bother UNH goalie Janene . Anderson must have said some- much more aggressive the seTilden for the rest of the h~lf. - thing right during halftime cond time around.
·
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Deleware '41

UMass 13

Del State 32

UConn 31

Northeastern 21
Maine 38
Penn .34 ... 'Brown O
Air Force 40 .. : Navy 6
BC ... Ma ry Iand ,25

Jets 31

Patr· ts' 24

